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Portugal's Colonies
,

rhe United States and Portugal

In recent years we have leamed a great
deal about the struggles of the oppressed peo
ples of Vietnam, Latin America, and France.
Yet we know very Zi ttZe about a hUfJe part of
t~e w~rld w~ere heroic resistance to oppres
s~on ~s tak~ng place. That part of the world
i~ Africa. It would be preswrrptuous (and impos
s~ble) for us to really look into Africa in
one issue. What we have tried to do in this
special issue is to look at the Portuguese col
onies in Africa and the revolutionary move
ments that exist there. We have also inaZuded
articles about life in South Africa and a gen
eral survey of the. African scene, focusing
particularly on the coups that have taken
place in recent years.



AGOSTINHO NEJO

FAREWELL AT THE MOMENT OF PARTING

My mother
(oh black mothers whose children have departed)
you taught me to wait and to hope
as you have done through the disastrous hours

But in me
life has killed that mysterious hope

I wait no more
it is I who am awaited

Hope is ourselves
your children
travelling towards a faith that feeds life

We the naked children of the bush sanzalas
unschooled urchins who play with balls of rags
on the noonday plains
ourselves
hired to burn out our lives in coffee fields
ignorant black men
who must respect the whites
and fear the rich
we are your children of the native quarters
which the electricity never reaches
men dying drunk
abandoned to the rhythm of death's tom-toms
your children
who hunger
who thirst
who are ashamed to call you mother
who are afraid to cross the streets
who are afraid of men

It is ourselves
the hope of life recovered.

Agostinho Neto was born in 1922 at Icola e Bengo in Angola.
Studied medicine in Lisbon and returned to practice in Angola.
Associated with the movement led by Viriato da Cruz for the '~e

discovery" of Angola's indigenous culture.

In 1960 Neto was elected President of the Angolan Libera
tion Movement (MPLA). In 1960 he was arrested and taken to Portu
gal for imprisonment. But in 1962 it was announced that he had
escaped from Portugal with the aid of the democratic resistance
movement.
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THE REVOLT OF
,PORTUGUESE'

GUINEA
The small jet bomber dived from around

five thousand feet, its engine drilling like a
big tropical fly. Two others came after it:
FIATS of the type they make in West Germany. I
think. They were about five miles away.

We stood at the edge of the little clump
of trees that concealed our base, a dozen hutsi
a small dump of 75-mm. shells: watching. It
was otherwise a quiet Monday morning. October
9, 1967.

Then a billowing wedge of black smoke fan
ned up from beyond the skyline fringe of coco
nut palms.

"Napalm," said Tran Hoai-Nam, who was
standing beside me, a visitor like myself. His
tone was of the bitter weariness that a doctor
in a plague epidemic might use when identify
ing another victim: the kill-and-burn epidemic,
the "Western" epidemic of our times. Tran is a
veteran member of the Central Committee of the
National Front for Liberation of South Vietnam;
he has seen it all before, seen it many times.

Personally, I am a middle-aged European
who's seen no warfare since 1945, and in 1945
they hadn't yet discovered napalm. Now in my
turn, if at a distance of five miles, I get to
know about napalm. One of the napalm canisters
dropped that day makes a chance hit on our
guerrillas, killing one man and badly splash
ing another. Next day I visit the casualty: a
peasant volunteer called Tengbatu, aged 23,
ethnic origin Balante, of the forest zone of
"Portuguese" Guinea. He is bandaged from head
to foot. "We'll save him, though," says the
guerrilla doctor, an African of Bissau, the
colonial capital, who goes by the guerrilla
name of Jacques. "He'll be all right." Need
less to say, Jacques was not trained as a doc
tor by the Portuguese. The Portuguese in Guin
ea trained no African doctors, not a single
one in all the years they've been claiming to
"civilize the Africans." Jacques finished his
medical training in 1966: in Moscow.

The next day, too, I find another napalm
canister dropped the day before that failed to
explode. There's no shame about the people who
make these devilish things. I photographed the
canister. It is marked: FCM-1-55 NAPALM 300
KG-350 LM/6l. The particular NATO country
which produced it and gave it to the Portu
guese for the defense of civilization can rec
ognize its own. The United States? \.Jest German
y? In any case, the Portuguese didn't make it-
any more than they made the bomber that dl"l)p
ped it.

by Basil Davidson
All through last dry season--November un

til May--the Portuguese were busy defending
civilization in "Portuguese" Guinea by daily
bombing and napalm-burning of villages in the
forest, of clearings where the peasants grow
rice, or of anti-aircraft pos£s established by
the guerrillas. This bombing doesn't achieve
much, but it's all the Portuguese have left to
them. Although they have some 30,000 troops in
this country (proportionately to the popula
tions of portugal and the United States, that
would make an American army in Vietnam of
about 600,000), they are bottled up, badly
frightened, deprived of the military initia
tive, and reduced to defending their fortified
garrisons and "strategic hamlets," their forts
and th~ir towns, against a guerrilla army
which daily shows itself their superior.

This guerrilla success in the wilderness
of distant West Africa represents more than a
defeat for the Salazarist dictatorship in Por
tugal, and its allies in NATO. It stands f~rm

ly in 1968 as a leading edge of the African
revolution of our times. It speaks for one of
the most significant developments in the whole
of Africa.

In physical terms, this territory is a
very small one, less than one-third the size
of Cuba and with fewer than one million inhab
itants. It occupies a wedge of West African
forest and grassland lying between the Repub
lics of Guinea and Senegal. It has no great
wealth of any kind (except the courage and hu
manity of its people), and the world had
scarcely heard of it until a few years ago.

The Portuguese sailors of long ago came to
its coasts on missions of discovery and trade,
just as they came to the coasts of Angola and
Mozambique. Ninety years ago they set out to
conquer it as part of the Western European im
perialist "scramble for Africa." They had a
great deal of difficulty in conquering it, in
spite of its small size. Anti-colonial resis
tance continued here for nearly fifty years.

But once the conquest was complete--more
or less at the same time as the Portuguese gen
erals were fastening their fascist dictator
ship on Portugal at the end of the 1920's--a
dismal silence settled on the territory. It
"passed out of history." As elsewhere, the col
onial conquest might mean profits for business
men in Europe: for the colonized peoples it
meant more or less total deprivation. Here the



6 onward movement of world history was allowed
to find no echo. Modern science, modern
schools, modern life and government: all these
were absent here. After eighty years of their
"civilizing mission" the Portuguese in Guinea
had produced the magnificent result of train
ing exactly ELEVEN African university gradu
ates.

A common situation? Nothing new in that?
No doubt. But what makes the situation in
"Portuguese" Guinea today most uncommon, most
decidedly new, and of an importance for Afri
can history out of all proportion to the coun
try's small size, is the way the people of
this country have replied to their colonial
subjection. Theirs is an epic which may de
serve the admiration of the whole progressive
world.

For the Africans of this territory have
not only undertaken a revolt. They have also
undertaken a revolution. Like others whom they
admire and feel close to--like the Cubans,

like the Vietnamese--they do not think it
worth fighting simply to get rid of imperial
ism. They think it worth fighting, above all,
in order to open the road to an entirely new
life, a modern life, a decent life. They are
for national liberation, but they believe that
national liberation can mean very little un
less it also means revolution.

Here is the bare record.
In 1956 the movement of national libera

tion of "Portuguese" Guinea and the neighbor
ing Cape Verde Islands was founded in Bissau
with a handful of members, and in deep secrecy
from the Portuguese.

For three years this little clandestine
group worked away doggedly at winning volun
teers for the struggle. The movement gradually
took shape as a revolutionary party, the PAIGC
(Partido Africano pela Independencia da Guine
e Cabo Verde).

In 1959 the spark was set to the fuel they
had prepared by a brutal Portuguese repression
of a strike of dock workers in Bissau harbor.

Under the leadership of Amilcar Cabral, an
African of the territory, the PAIGC met in sec
ret and decided to prepare for armed revolt as
the only possible means of advancing the cause
of national liberation.

There followed three more years of politi
cal preparation. Members of the PAIGC went
seeking peasant support and gradually winning
it. They laid the ground for a guerrilla war
that was to be waged in the forest and the
grasslands. After 1962, a year of bitter Portu
guese repression by troops and police, volun
teers flocked to the PAIGC. The armed struggle
began.

It began with small raids and ambushes. It
continued with bigger raids. Peasant soldiers
gained experience, commanders learned their
job. Commissars appointed by the PAIGC, itself
an intimate .and central part of the struggle,
indistinguishable from the guerrilla units now
taking shape, saw to it that political and mil
itary activities should be two inseparable fa
cets of the same organization.

The Portuguese, as you would expect, re
plied with still harsher repression. In 1961
they had about 1000 soldiers in the territory;
by 1965 they had 20,000; today they have more
than 30,000. But Portuguese military tactics
were static and old-fashioned, the fruit of ac
ademic lessons; Portuguese policies were quite
unable to adjust to the new situation caused
by the revolt; Portuguese morale could never
achieve the fierce courage of the guerrillas
who were fighting for their country, for their
freedom, for their future. Gradually, the Por
tuguese were forced on the defensive. Little
by little, painfully, learning as they went
along, the soldiers of liberation forced their
enemy back into fixed positions and heavily
fortified towns.

Early in 1968 the position in "Portuguese"
Guinea was as follows. The Portuguese held the
towns and some forty or fifty beseiged garri
sons in the countryside. The PAIGC--now with a
regular army of several thousand men who have
gone, over to mobile warfare while maintaining
many local guerrilla units based in villages-
possessed more or less complete control of
more than half the whole rural area and were
active in the other half. Their star was ris
ing, their strength was growing with every new
success.

But the PAIGC, meanwhile, has not forgot
ten its revolutionary aims. It believes in
building the party as you fight and in build
ing the army as you fight. In practical terms,
this last objective has three immediate as
pects in 1968: (1) to build in the liberated
areas an entirely new political and social
structure based on democratically formed and
operated village committees of the PAIGC; (2)
to erect at the same time at least the begin
nings of an independent economic system, es
pecially in terms of raising productivity, im
proving farming techniques, and supplying an
independent marketing system; and (3) to
start schools, clinics, and other social ser
vices which the people have not had before.



America, Unfree, Will Never· Be At Peace
by TERRY CANNON
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Terry, Cannon is a mr:>mber of the Oakland ?
now on trial in San Francisco on conspiracy
charges resulting from their leadership role
in organizing last year's Stop the Draft Week
in Oakland. He gave this speech on January ,l83

at the end of the Commission of Inquiry into
the War and Political Repression which was
held on the Berkley campus in conjunction
with the Oakland? Trial.

Brothers and sisters,

Is there anyone in the audience who be
longs to the Friends of the Irish Republican
Army? Too bad, I wanted to sign up.

When I was youngly political nine years
ago--I turned 29 on Monday--I was not proud of
my race, I thought we were a race of southern
sheriffs and northern liberals. Now I am proud
--of my brothers and sisters within that race.
Stop the Draft Week brought that pride to a
peak. In the 10,000 there on Friday ,(October
20, 1967) I saw a pride I had never seen be
fore. I was politicized in SNCC, not in SDS,
and I was afraid that I would only see that
pride in young black people. The way they car
ried themselves: defiance in their eyes and
love and protection of themselves.

And in our history I found brothers and
sisters who achieved that level Che Guevara
talked about, the new man, and even that anti
struggle cat Donovan understands, when he
sings "and all my race are proud and free,"
people who liberated themselves by liberating
others, who found individually that there are
no individual solutions, no individual escapes,

One brother of ours in history was Padraic
Pearse, Commander in Chief of the Irish Repub~

lican Army, executed at three thirty in the
morning in Kilmainjam Jail in Dublin in 1916,
after the Easter Rising. A year earlier he
gave an oration at the funeral of the great
Finian leader O'Donovan Rossa, standing by
the grave of his comrade, he said: "Our foes
are strong and wise and wary, but strong, wise
and wary as they are they cannot undo the mir
acles of God, who ripens in the hearts of
young men the seed sown by the young men of a
former generation--and the seed sown by young
men of 65 and 67 are coming to their miracu
lous ripening today. Rulers ,and defenders of
realms had need be wary, if they would guard
against such processes.

"Life springs from death, and from the
grave of Patriot men and women spring living
nations. The defenders of this realm have
worked well in secret and in open. They think

they have pacified Ireland. They think they
have forseen everything; but the fools, 'the
fools, they have ieft us our Finian dead, and
while Ireland holds theRe graves, Ireland un
free shall never be at peace."

A year later, at the age of 37, he was
shot. But he had shaken the Empire.

The defenders of the Realm, the hogs, the
liars, the mass murderers, the sychophants,
the gangsters and holy men, the administrators
of the Empire, today they rule America--all
the rest in the world are lackeys.

They shot down Malcolm X and murdered Mar
tin Luther King. They tried to murder Huey
Newton and they shot Bobby Hutton in the back.
They drove Eldridge underground and thousands
of draft resisters out of the country. They
stood over Che Guevara and pumped bullets in
his chest. And they have tried to blow the liv
ing nation of Vietnam into submissive oblivion,

Thousands of us are in jail. And the rest
of us? We are all-all of us--out on bail.

Men do not struggle easily. We do not come
to battle out of boredom or existential mal
aise. Men are forced to fight. In 1958, after
a thousand years of struggle against foreign
ers, the Vietnamese still chose nonviolent
struggle against the Saigon clique. Before
they again took up arms Diem had to send
troops into the countryside and massacre whole
villages of people sympathetic to the Vietminh,
Only then did they dig up the guns burled ~f

ter Dienbeinphu and turn them against their
own people who had chosen to pimp first for
the French and then for the Americans. They
didn't want to, and neither do we.

It was four hundred years before the
blacks came to the point where they began to
burn down the cities in which they lived. They
had revolted and died before, argued eloquent
ly, written tracts, pamphlets, gone to the
courts, gone to jail, litigated, appealed, beg
ged, before they were forced to burn and shoot
their way to freedom. Like a prisoner who has
filed writ after writ to deaf judges and smug
appeal boards before he makes the break.

Marx is right: people don't decide to re
volt, they are forced to revolt by the condi
tions of their lives. Revolution is not an act
of will, it is an act of desperation, defiance,
and total hope. And we, we whites, on top of
the world, will not all revolt against America,
until America has driven us against the wall,
until it hurts each of us unendurably in our
bodies and our minds. We will go on, driving
cabs, writing PhD theses, going to school,
building palaces for business, selling cars,
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The seven: smith, Erllch. segal, Bardacke (kneeling). Mandel. Cannon, and HamUton (lower left).

conducting experiments, passing each other in
lobby and on the streets, collecting friends
and degrees and reputations, until one day the
hurt will become so deep and our slavery so de
grading that we will rise up and lash back
with every ounce of energy in our bodies and
souls.

Last night we saw that movie by the Cubans
on Hanoi. They kept flashing the words "we
turn our hate into energy" on the screen. Last
Monday, the first night of the trial, after
they had pushed our brothers and sisters out
of the courthouse and whipped Stew Alpert's
head, my hate got out of hand. I got drunk in
a bar in Oakland and walked back to the court
house gnd could only stand in front, slamming
my fist against the stone wall and crying, as
if I could knock it down alone. That was very
unrevolutionary of me, but my heart had got
out of control.

Last fall 1 met with our comrades in the
NLF in Budapest, and I learned one thing clear
and hard as a stone: there is no such thing as
a revolutionary tactic.

We have tried to find the one "revolution",
ary tactic" that would work, that would bring
this country down. We founded whole organiza
tions on single tactics: SDS on confrontation,
the Resistance on burning pieces of paper, the
Mobilization on pulling people peacefully into
the streets. No one of those will work. When
the thing comes down, it will ~e some massive
combination of them all, leaflets and sit
downs and strikes and fighting in the streets
all of them together.

The NLF could not understand why we did
not have a single revolutionary organization
with a strategy for the liberation of America.
We tried to explain that we were new at this

business, we were experimenting, we were still
trying to find the revolutionary tactic that
would bring this country down. Maybe our gener-~

ation will produce that organization. We will
be forced to, we will be driven to it by pain
and love. That will be a long way off, years,
i. t will be a long, long time, but I have the
nost complete assurance, America's rulers, vi
C10US and canny, cannot exempt themselves from
the laws of history,. they cannot escape the ef
fects of what they have done. The sins of the
fathers will be punished by the sons.

Back to brother Padraic Pearse, who wrote
a poem called The Rebel:

"And now I speak, being full of vision:
I speak to my people, and I speak in my peo

ple's name to the masters of my people ..
I say to my people that they are holy, that

they are august, despite their chains,
That they are greater than those that hold

them, and stronger and purer •..
And I say to my people's masters: Beware,
Beware of the thing that is coming, beware of

the risen people,
Who shall take what we would not give.
Did ye think to conquer th~ people,
Or that Law is stronger than life and that

men's desire to be free?
We will try it out with you, ye that have

harried and held,
Ye that have bullied and bribed, tyrants, hypo

crites, liars:"

And I reply to you, brother Pearse, my
Commander-in-Chief, with no apologies:

The defenders of the American empire too
have worked well in secret and in open. They
think they have managed everything: but" the
pigs, the pigs, the pigs, they have put our
backs against the wall, and as long as we know
this is true, America unfree, will never be at
peace.
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This article was written by a Cornell univ
ersity student who wishes to remain anonymous.
He lived in Africa for a year and had close
contact with the liberation groups of South
Africa.

In every lifetime there are perhaps one or
two experiences that significantly change
one's method of perceiving the world. One such
experience might be a death in the family at
an early age; another might be reading Dostoy
evsky for the first time; for me it was exper
iencing South Africa. I can't help but to be
a little cynical now of those who defend Ameri
can involvement in apartheid saying that it
benefits the African. The argument is not un
like the one that says that napalm saves lives;
there must be a 'better way of doing things.
But enough of this.

The changes wrought in me from one short
month in South Africa were so intense and so
encompassing that at best I can only partially
describe them. Perhaps the closest analogous
experience I've ever had was being born--that
first frightening moment when I hit the cold
rank air of the hospital delivery room after
so many months of maternal security. For me,
landing at Johannesburg's Jan Smuts Airport
and witnessing what lay beyond it was a kind
of delivery room for the social consciousness.

But if Johannesburg was a delivery room,
the final smack on the derriere occurred two
weeks later in one of the worst slums of Port
Elizabeth when I met an Indian woman named
Sukhthi Khan. Sukhthi is the wife of Asaf Khan,

. one of the leaders of the South African resis
tance. I met her during the second month of
Asaf's trial at a time of extreme personal an
guish for her, just two weeks before Asaf was
convicted and then sentenced (what South Afri
can political trials lack in justice, they
frequently make up for in exhaustiveness and
expense). Political arrests like Asaf's are
not at all uncommon in South Africa, and it is
because of the frequency of such arrests that
there are up to ten thousand political prison
ers in the Republic today.

To get to Sukhthi's apartment one has to
leave the broad, sanitized avenues of white
Port Elizabeth for a dingy network of winding
back alleys that pour out onto that sea of non
white humanity and tin vendors' sheds that pas
ses for the city's open market. Then once a
cross the market, one must traverse ano~her
sprawling slum until finally one reaches that
particular back alley that leads one to
Sukhthi's tiny flat.· Squalor, sickness, and
malnourished children seem to characterize the
landscape. As one knocks in the shadows of an
adjacent tenement one has pre-sentiments of en
tering an inner sanctum of Gorky's Lower

Depths. But when the door opens, one is pleas
antly surprised. A flood of sunlight and a
wholesome, almost radiant woman of early mid
dle age greets one with a countenance that gen
erates at a glance both a warmth and quiet
strength in total conflict with the environ
ment. She is Sukhthi.

Despite Sukhthi's confident manner, howev
er, one knows that one is never completely
safe even in the heart of the ghetto. In South
Africa the very walls have ears. And almost as
an affirmation of this, after welcoming us,
Sukhthi makes a point of piling pillows and a
blanket on the telephone, as did so many peo
ple whom I visited (it is widely believed in
the underground that telephones double as sur
veillance devices for South Africa's secret po
lice, the Special Branch). Also there is the
chance that we could have been followed. In
deed, on other days I was certain that I had
been followed. It is this constant sense of
Big Brother on one's back that for the unaccus
tomed foreigner wears the nerves thin very
fast. One never knows for sure the parameters
within which one can operate safely. And the
result is that one never relaxes.

If one wants to learn anything of rele
vance about non-white South Africa, one must
inevitably break laws. In visiting Sukhthi,
for example, we were breaking several that I
knew of and probably others that I didn't know
of. By entering a non-white area without a per
mit I was committing at least one offense, and
since I was with a friend, Sukhthi was violat
ing the terms of her "banning orders" which
stipulate that she may not legally congregate
with more than one person outside her immedi
ate family at a time. Doubtless it is partial
ly the omnipresence of laws and the impossibil
ity of obeying them all that makes for much of
the police state atmosphere in the Republic.

Sukhthi's story of herself and of her hus
band's arrest was not unlike a number of oth
ers I had heard day after day since ~y arrival.
Perhaps it is precisely because her story was
typical--because at that point it was begin
ning to dawn on me that that was the South Af
rican reality--that I was so deeply affected
by her. Then again perhaps it was a certain
charisma. At any rate in the account that fol
lows, I have tried to be as factually accurate
as possible, though names and some dates have
been altered for obvious reasons.

For the Khans the dreaded knock on the
door came one afternoon late in August of '67,
by coincidence, four days after Sukhthi had
given birth to her youngest daughter. She was
still convales~ing when they burst in upon
her--ten burly Afrikaners from the Special
Branch, with Asaf handcuffed in tow. In the
hour and a half that followed they proceeded,



inch by inch, to ransack the entire house in
which at that time the Khans were living, in
cluding every inch of the bed that Sukhthi and
the baby were occupying.

In any country it is foolish to expect
courtesy during a police raid. And in South Af
rica where the police are racist, paranoid,
and invested with practically unlimited author
ity, a non-white is probably foolish to expect
anything less than viciousness. Viciousness is
certainly what Asaf and Sukhthi encountered.
Their ouly defense was to appear undaunted and
for an hour and a half it was parry, thrust;
parry, thrust; back and forth between Asaf and
Sukh thi and the ten Afrikaners who were in the
process of tearing the house apart in search
of contraband. A blow by blow account of the
ugliness is unnecessary. Suffice it to say
that when they all left, Sukhthi's nerves were
as scrambled as were the furnishings of her
house.

If such intrusions occur with unpleasant
frequency in non-white South Africa, perhaps
it is a partially mitigating factor that they

are seldom totally unexpected. After a while,
I am told, one develops a sort of radar for
such visitations. Sukhthi had smelled trouble
in the air for several weeks before the crunch
actually came. Around the time her baby was
due, she began to get hesitant about leaving
home long enough to go to the hospital. She
was particularly afraid that in her absence,
Asaf would be caught violating some aspect of
his extremely ~estrictive banning orders.
Though she did finally go to the hospital, she
remained there not an hour longer than was ab
solutely necessary; on August 25th at three in
the morning Chandra was born, and by six in
the morning, Sukhthi had already been dis
charged; by seven, just four hours after she
had delivered, she was home with Asaf.

Doubtless for many Americans, such vigil
ance under the circumstances would be somewhat
incomprehensible. But as this example dramati
cally illustrates, for one who lives in a cli
mate of fear it is not possible to take time
out from fear even to be pregnant.



Due process today is a concept inimicable
with apartheid jurisprudence, and when Asaf
was arrested, he was not indicted. Rather, he
was held without charges, without benefit of
counsel, and without trial under· apartheid's
world-infamous 180 Day Detention Act. And
there was a real possibility that after serv
ing 180 days Asaf might have been held for yet
another six months under a reapplication of
the same act.

This was hardly Asaf's first encounter
with South Africa justice. In 1961 he had been
detained for six months under that era's emer
gency regulations (again without charges), and
in '64 he was detained once more, this time un
der what was then the 90 Day Detention Act.
Then when in '64 he had nearly finished his
term of 90 days, the state decided to press
charges on him and brought him to trial on
three criminal counts, none of which, fortun
ately, passed muster as credible in the court
room. On August 3rd of 1965, he was served
with his first banning orders (since both Asaf
and Sukhthi were banned, and since banned peo
ple are forbidden to speak to other banned
people, it became technically illegal for them
to speak to each other).

On September 2?th after nearly a month of
festering in jail, Asaf embarked on a hunger
strike and declared that he would fast until
he was either released or charged and brought
to trial. But as Sukhthi put it, his passive
resistance was too successful; within the week
he had been indicted on eight criminal counts,
accused, among other things, of engaging in
sabotage; belonging to the banned South Afri
can Communist Party; and of having in his po
session a banned book. It was nearly five
months after the hunger strike that I arrived
in South Africa and met with his wife in Port
Elizabeth.

There are, of course, many parallels that
can be drawn between the South African resis
tance and our own resistance in the United
States. Indeed, much of what is outrageous in
South Africa can serve as a good caricature
of many of the ugliest tendencies in American
society. One small advantage the American re
sistor has over Asaf Khan is free legal ser-
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vices if he needs them. To cover the cost of
Asaf's trial, the Khans have been forced to
sell their house and all the belongings of
value that were in it. As yet trial expenses
have not half been met. Sukhthi and her four
children are now sharing a dingy three room
apartment with .ther sister-in-law and her
five children.

Sukhthi's sister-in-law was not a particu
larly fortunate character either. Her husband,
Asaf's brother, had for the past two years
been serving a sentence of eleven years on Rob
ben Island, a penitentiary largely for politi
cal prisoners. According to Sukhthi, her bro
ther-in-law is slowly going blind in the is
land's limestone quarries. Whether this is due
to the glare of the sun on the white limestone
or to the lime dust, no one seems to know, but
apparently a number of prisoners on the island
have now been afflicted with varying degrees
of blindness. Asaf's brother's sentence was a
bout what Asaf could expect for himself.

I could easily go on for pages more about
the Khan's experiences, and I realize that I
have drawn an inadequate portrait of them at
best. But perhaps more important than the ex
tent of their ordeal is the fact that they
have remained unbroken. It is true that there
a~e many who have suffered far more than Asaf
Khan; he has not been subjected to electric
shock torture or mauling of the genitals as o
thers have. But that is not important. What is
most important to me is their ability after
thirty years of struggle to continue to strug
gle into middle age, and to see that struggle
as an enriching and humanizing process. In
tense movement experiences seem to affect peo
ple in one of two ways. Either they cause a
persqn to grow; or they make him warped. The
Khans could have left South Africa long ago,
but they have chosen to remain. Also they
could have dropped out of politics long ago
and avoided many of their present problems.
But they chose not to. There is little hope
that the movement that the Khans and thousands
of pthers like them represent will succeed in
the forseeable future. and they have few illu
sions ~bout that. But theirs is a style that
goes bey~nd the tangibles.



ing of the people. This re~resents a range of
mediocrity of visual forms -- finding that de
gree of visual understanding which all
can/must conform to, approve of. Art becomes
one-level and is hard-pressed to explore new
forms, new techniques of communication. By at
tributing to art the role of serving the mas
ses by seeking and maintaining a level of vis
ual information, not only is the creative po
tential of art stifled, but also the people
are robbed of the result of this same poten~

tial. In short, art suffers, and the people
suffer from this adherence to mediocrity. Vis
ual media becomes a narrowed form of communica
tion; it is prohibited from enhancing an in
creased understanding by the people thru new
forms of communication; it denies the artist
the possibility of providing new expression
for understanding. The people are oppressed by
the lack of revolutionary developments in med
ia by the artist, and the artist is oppressed
by having to adhere to what is wrongly under
stood as the level of understanding of the mas
ses.

It would seem, that in a revolutionary so
ciety like China,_ these works provide a contra
diction in that they represent a prevention of
revolution in visual expression -- the preven
tion of exploration into new visual expression
that would most fully mean something to the
"socialist man" as artist, the "revolutionary"
as artist, the "fulfilled human being" as art
ist; and in turn mean something to "socialist
men," "revolutionaries," and "fulfilled human
beings." The imposed mediocrity of visual in
formation which the reproductions here repre
sent is that same leveling of taste fourld so
distasteful by revolutionaries in the conform
ing to fads and the dictates of the art maga
zine "what's-new-now-and-what-you-should-like"
mentality in bourgeois culture.

This mentality of mediocrity'in both cases
(in the Chinese sculptures and in bourgeois
culture) makes of art a manipulative force, be
cause the artist(s) must assume that the peo
ple are incapable of understanding anything
but the super-realistic depictions presented.
The artist's position is, therefore, elitist
since he must take himself above the assumed
low-level of understanding of the people. The
artist is an agent who conveys what the people
can understand, but offers little beyond ,what
they could understand. The position requires
that the artist ultimately remain where he may
provide the masses with art, but the work is
not a true expression of what is involved in
the actual working of the masses. The written
explanation which accompanies the reproduct
ion states that the -artists lived with the
peasants while producing the works. The impor
tant thing to understand here is that the re
lation of the artist is no more authentically
the combination of art and life, art and strug
gle than when an artist anywhere identifies
with the p~ople he is depicting. The most mean
ingful expression of the masses, of the people
who are struggling and working in a revolution
ary society, would actually come from these
people and not from an artist who comes to
stay for awhile. There would not have to be

The art reproduced on these two pages is
taken from a portfolio of photographs and writ
ten material sold at the Progressive Labor Par
ty literature table at the SDS National Coun
cil Meeting in Ann Arbor, : 'i.chigan in December.
The sculpture reproduced here is in China, is
life-size, made of clay, arranged in six
groups (Bringing the Rent, Examining the Rent,
Measuring the Grain, Reckoning the Accounts,
Forcing the Payment, and Revolt), and stands
in the courtyard of an overthrown landlord.
Although one's first reaction to the works may
be accusations of "exaggerated heroism," "bor
ing narrative," "pure corn," or "pedantic,"
there are implications of the work which are
more profound and critical.

"Art was not done by the people but by
trained artists who lived among the people.
They were not inspired by some compulsion of
the movement to create a spontaneous expres
sion, but rather were commissioned to analyze
and solve the mathematical sort of problem of
glorifying a certain aspect of the revolution

an aspect chosen by the government."
(Valeria Giannini, SDS NC Delegate)

The work is bourgeois and manipulative.
Bourgeois because it seeks to maintain a medi
ocrity. In attempting to "serve the masses,"
this kind of super-real, non-abstract art,
most often termed social r~alism, assumes that
the masses are capable of comprehending only
the most simplistic visual information. That
which is even tangentially removed from pain
staking devotion to realistic/representative
detail is scrapped so that the masses may most
easily and quickly seize upon illusions, de
pictions and reminders of people in struggle.
The artist feels compelled to present that -de
gree of visual information which is assumed to
relate directly to the status-quo understand-

2:• •



Is censorship necessary, or should it be both
ered with? Is it necessary to control the vis
ual expression of people who are struggling
for the control of their lives? Does a check
have to be placed on the creativity and expres
sion of a people who know for what they are
struggling? The paranoia of fearing the possi
ble dissent of an artist is, to be sure, a
hang-over from bourgeois society in which art
ists are forced to struggle, to compete, a
mongst themselves, for recognition. In a soci
ety where competition and individual fights
for recognition should not exist, is it even
necessary to presuppose the vindictiveness of
dissidents? If people are working for collec
tive cooperation, is it necessary to antici
pate the "naughtiness" of an individual who
will destroy the revolution? Such encroach 
ments prove only to encourage dissent.

The most tangible example of a socialist
country in which abstracted images, explora
tions into new media are encouraged is Cuba
(note examples on cover). The Cubans express
their struggles through some of the most beau
tiful and dynamic poster execution in process
today. The essence of poster media suggests
temporary art. A poster declaring a week of
solidarity with the African peoples is not
made as a reminder of the struggle to the peo
ple; it is a statement of activity that week.
The poster is not constructed as a monument.
It is an incident in the continuing struggle,
and will be torn down to be replaced by anoth
er poster. This temporary execution of experi
ments in communication does not seek to insti
tutionalize the struggle, but to continue it.
It is not a reminder, but a part of the stryg
gle. Furthermore, in Cuba, it is not assumed
that the people are understanding only a low
keyed level of social realism; rather one
finds abstracted images, creative works placed
in factories, collages on filling-station bul
letin boards made by the garage attendants.
These works are not symbols and depictions of
the revolution, they are creative attempts by
the people of the revolution, they are the
struggle. not representations of it.

•

13 this distinction between artist and people,
and this hyper-consciousness of the need for
art for the people, if the people were to un
derstand their revolutionary lives and their
expressions of it as the most legitimate work
of art. That which would result would probably
not be reminders in sculpture of the struggle
and past experience, but rather a conscious
ness of the present experiences. Is it neces
sary to build monuments in memory of the revo
lution when in a revolutionary society, the
revolution never ends? Is it not the true ex
pression of the revolution to respond to, to
create the living experience and struggle of
the day? Is not the revolution the real crea
tion? The true meaning of a revolutionary soc
iety would seem to be the dynamic continuing
struggle for a just and humane society. With
this direction going on continually, what is
the meaning of sentimental monuments to past
_~cidents of struggle? The struggle is now.

Perhaps the whole institution of painting
and sculpture is one that is a bourgeois hang
over since it may well tend to institutional
ize and not revolutionize creativity. However,
the attempt by a revolutionary to create and
communicate in visual media would seem capable
of overcoming narrative exhibitions of the
sort seen here. These works are hardly differ
ent in their reminding purpose and intent from
the commemorative paintings used to glorify
Napoleon's campaigns, the painting of the Spir
it of '76, or the "Buy Bonds" posters of the
U.S. government. Each tries to glorify, to ar
tificially make more appealing, to remove from
the actual living experiences of people to man
ipulative displays of heroicism and patriotism.
Super-realistic details, gestures, and propor
tions are exaggerated to make the figures her
oic, intent on struggle or frozen into a super
rev01utionary image of human struggle. The f.i
gures are idealized to muscular and struggling
proportions, to glamorous spectacle unlike
real events, although pretending to be those
events. This technique is akin to the idealiza
tion of stars in Hollywood movies to super
star/super-human/heroic positions. The people
are expected to identify with the idealized
figures. The figures are not people, rather
they are icons, false people. The pleasure or
appreciation derived from such work is vicari
ous, 2nd hand. One views the struggle -- is
not part of it. It is a watered-down version
of the creation of a god -- or something arti
ficially better than the people -- like an A
merican housewife dreaming of sleeping with
superman James Bond. The argument here is that
the Chinese figures stand for better values
than the James Bond figure. They are struggl
ing for freedom, and the identification is not
so frivolous as wanting to sleep with the fig
ures. However, the techniques of creating ide
alized figures is nonetheless deceptive and
false. One who struggles does not have to be
manipulated into identifying with the struggle.

Perhaps these criticisms would seem appli
cable to any socialist government in which
there is government control of art. The censor
ship of art has been a thorn in the side of
many socialist countries (i.e. Czechoslavakia~. ~~_~~~~~,
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Portugal's Colonies
Total White Africa

Metico
(racially mixed) Port. Troops

Angola
Mozambique
Guinea

5,500,000
7,000,000

534,568

400,000
168,000

3,000

5,000,000
6,800,000

527,000

100,000
32,000
4,568

55,000
45,000
25,000

THE ECONOMY
The potentially rich colonies of Angola and Mo
zambique serve the traditional colonial func
tion of providing the mother country with raw
materials, external markets, and, because of
their wealth, foreign exchange. Major export
earnings come from primary agricultural prod
ucts that are mostly in the hands of Europeans:
in Angola, coffee, sisal, maize, cotton, and
sugar; In Mozambique, cotton, cashews, sugar,
copra, sisal, and tea. In Angola, secondary
earnings come from mining; in Mozambique, from
transportation (port and rail). Angola has oil
diamonds, and iron ore resources for signifi
cant economic development.

Thus far, industrialization has been minimal
in both territories, confined to some proces
sing of primary products and light manufactur
ing for local consumption. However, something
of an economic boom has started--in Angola as
the result of exploitation of oil by U.S. com
panies and in Mozambique as the result of
heavy South African investment, exemplified by
the new hydro-electric complex, the Cabora
Bassa.

Among the recent changes made by Portugal in
reaction to world opinion was to open the ter
ritories to foreign investment. Portugal's own
resources do not permit full exploitation of
the natural wealth of the colonies or diversi
fication of their economies, but it was not un
til 1965 that foreign investment was encour
aged (when war expenditures were draining Por
tugal's resources while the wars called atten
tion to the backwardness of the colonial econo
mies). Such investment currently is being con
centrated in mining, including oil; processing
of agricultural and fishery prpducts; and land
(plantation) ownership.

LAND POLICY AND USE
Some 90 per cent of the Angolan and Mozambican
people still live on the land and try to make
their living from it. Thus land policy is clos
er to the life and livelihood of the people
than any other.

schemes. This is part of a plan for better u
tilization of land by the total population,
but, even more important, for the strengthen
ing of European control. Approximately 12,000

,settlers enter Angola annually, and a lesser
number Mozambique, but European colonization
is growing in both countries. Poverty in Portu
gal is a strong inducement.

Land policy favors the settler to the extent
that in Angola average land acreage occupied
by Europeans is 60 times that by Africans; 550
European plantations produce 75 per cent of
Angolan coffee, the major export crop.

Africans have no representation on the plenary
councils of the provincial settlement boards
which advise on matters of land settlement and
rural reorganization. The latest administra
tive moves include expensive settlement pro
jects for Portuguese peasants (i.e. in the Mo
zambique Limpopo Valley) and inducements for
Portuguese soldiers to settle in the colonies
for economic and defense purposes. South Afri
can farmers, too, are settling in Mozambique.
The administration is also forcibly relocating
the people in regedorias~ African land re
serves. Ostensibly, the resettlement provides
opportunity for medical, educational, and tech
nical assistance to Africans. But the reloca
tion, often regimented, barrack-like villages,
also make possible easier administrative and
military control of the people. ,Although in
some cases Africans if registered under Portu
guese civil law may own land, the regedorias
are communal areas; Africans who live outside
of them are subject to removal from their land
if it is not cultivated for two years.

LABOR
Recent reforms have modified the traditional
systerr of forced labor in the colonies that
differed little from slavery. But administra
tive control and coercion still force African
men to provide labor for colonialists' agricul
tural, mining, and public works' shcemes with
out any say in what their wages and working
conditions will be. In 1958, Marvin Harris
wrote in reference to Mozambique:

Portuguese land policy is one of actively pro
moting European settlement in the colonies
through land concessions and settlement

"All that
function
the power

is necessary for (this) system to
is for the administrator to have
to indict the Africans as malinger-
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ers without having to prove it in a court of
law. Under existing laws, natives so accused
are faced with the alternative of being con
scripted for public works or of "voluntarily"
signing a contract with private employers.
These laws indirectly equip the administra
tor with almost complete discretionary power
over the African's mode of employment."

The extent of pressure exerted is revealed in
directly by statistics showing that less than
10 per cent of the male population live and re
main at home throughout the year. This, in
turn, has potential for the loss of unworked
land, discussed above.

WAGES. The absence of trade unionism or even
minimal civil liberties means that African
workers have no protection from coercion and
wages are abnormally low. Only random figures
are available: the average unskilled migrant
worker in Angola earns $22.70 per month, $10
of which is given to him "in kind"; while non
migrant unskilled workers receive $23.00 per
month. A skilled worker may earn up to $116 a
month, although the minimum subsistence income
needs for a family of five in a city such as
Luanda are more than $200 per month. The aver
age daily wage of agricultural workers in Mo
zambique is 18 cents a day, and estimated earn
ings of Mozambican cotton workers are less
than $30 per year.

MIGRANT LABOR. The exploitation of Mozambique
labor at home has made Mozambican workers a
good recruitment source for the mining indus
try in South Africa, where one third of the to
tal work force is now Mozambican. The workers
are recruited by labor associations represent
ing South African mines. In southern Mozam
bique, the primary recruiter is the Witwaters-

rand Native Labor Association (on whose Board
sits the American financier, Charles W. Engel
hard).

As an average, 100,000 Mozambicans are recruit
ed annually for a maximum 18-month period, and
the contract seems rather to be with the Portu
guese government than with the men themselves.
The Portuguese collect a service charge of ap
proximately $5.25 per laborer, and Portugal is
allowed to maintain taxation collection posts
in South Africa. Half of the workers' wages
are returned by the employers to Mozambique to
be paid only when the recruits return home. As
part of the current contract, South Africa a
greed to use the Mozambican port of Lorenzo
Marques as the import facility for half of the
goods coming into the Transvaal region of
South Africa.

Workers from MOZambique also enter South Afri
ca for other work, sometimes illegally, and ad
ditional workers go to adjacent countries. An
estimated 300,000 leave the country annually
as migrant workers.

EDUCATION
The Portuguese maintain that there is no ra
cial discrimination in education, and no ra
cial breakdown on student population is avail
able. It would, however, be aCCurate to say
that rural schools are almost completely Afri
can while urban schools vary from African
through integrated to wholly white. At the
more advanced levels of secondary schools,
there are progressively fewer Africans.

At present it is estimated that more than 90
per cent of the people are illiterate and that
figure is not expected to drop below 90 per
cent.

The United States
and Portugal

MILITARY AID
TO PORTUGAL

NATO. Portugal was invited to join NATO in
1949 by the United States.

The present Commander of Allied Forces in Eur
ope, Lyman Lemnitzer, defended the alliance on
May 8, 1963: "Portuguese soldiers, while fight
ing for the defense of principles, are defend
ing land, raw materials, and bases, which are
indispensable not only for the defense of Eur
ope but for the whole Western world." Recently
Portuguese officials have pressed NATO to ex
tend its official sphere to include the south-

ern Atlantic and Indian Ocean areas. African
nationalists who are engaged in a difficult
struggle against the Portuguese quite natural
ly identify NATO with the Portuguese enemy.

Portugal's direct gains from NATO membership,
other than ideological support, are: an annual
military review which makes recommendations
for the improvement of military forces; infor
mation from planning committees in the fields
of petroleum, coal and steel, and agricultural
and industrial materials; and officer training
at the NATO Defense College.
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THE UNITED STATES. In addition to undeter
mined ?ffiOunts and kinds of NATO contrjbution
to Portugal's defense~ military relati0ns are
~onducted on a bilateral level. For the United
';"c' +-es the use of the portugu~se Azores as a
,'l':'J.ital;'y base is Qeemed the most significant
security interest. This agreement, after the
termination of the contract in 1962, is based
on ad hoc ,Portuguese consent. ,The ,U.S. also
maintains a permanen~ military mission in Por
tugal and military and naval officials have
been cited as accompanying Portuguese offi
cials on tours of the African territories. Un
der the U.S. Military Assistance Program, Por
tugal received before 1960 $300 million worth
of military equipment, although after 1961
this amount has been substantially reduced to
less than $5 million per year. The U.S. has
'also lent $15 million for the building of
three naval escort destroyers, and in 1967 re
newed the ,loan of two such ships to Portugal
with the stipulation that they not be used
south of the Tropic of Cancer.

But ambiguity still' :~~r~ound~'fhe'· e~~ent of
American military aid. In 1965 a group of in
ternational, arms salesmen and pilots were in
dicted in the U.S. for exporting, without a li
cense, seven Douglas B-26 Invader Bombers to
Portuaal. The aircraft, part of a total Portu
guese order of 20, were flown from the U.S.
through Canada to Portugal. The defendants in
the c~se claimed to be ,working under the' pro
tection of the Central Intelligence Agency, al
though the C.I.A. denied involvement, the men
were never convicted. Gther more indirect
sales of American armamen~s occur through sub
~ontracting by American aircraft corporations,
with the ultimate sale of American equipment
to Portugal.

The United' St.ates,irisiststJ:!.at· all sucb miii
tary aid whic;:h is offic-ia~lYdirecte4.to po~tu-.'
gal is',used drily tci bolster mhtual secu~ity" in
terests in the'Atlantic, while material cannot
be used for Portugal's African wars.and con
trol is maintained over' certain types of pri';'
vate sales as well. Aithough Portugal is open
ly receiving more naval and aircraft from Eur
opean allies, it is undeniable that any mili
tary aid to the Portuguese regime or to its
NATO partners supports the overall strengthen
ing of the military and thus the reallocation
of resources to the major African battlefront.

ECONOMIC REASONS
'FOR' U.S. INVOLVEMENT
TRADE. The United States is Portugal's third
largest trading partner, taking 9-10 per cent
of Portuguese exports worth $68 million, and
providing a comparable amount of her imports.
The U.S. is also Portugal's third largest
source of income-producing tourism. The U.S.
takes 26 per cent of Ang91a's exports, valued
at $57 million (1965-66), and provides 9 per
cent of her imports, including wheat, automo
bile parts, machinery, worth $21 milkion. One
half.to two-thirds of Angola's coffee and more
than half her fishrneal go to the United States.
In 1965, exports from Mozambique, mainly tea
and cashews, to the U.S. were worth $7.5 mil
lion, and imports, $9 million.

LOANS. The Interamerican Capital Corp?ration
of New York has ,made large loans to Angola and
Mozambique for the construction of a textile
factory, paper mill, hydroelectric installa
tions, roads, and airports. The Export-Import
Bank lOaned $2.5 million, guaranteed by the
Portuguese Government, to the Companhia Minero
de Lobito e Sociedade Mineira' do Lombige to
purchase 30 American-made diesel locomotives
for the transport of Angolan iron ore; and
more'than $5.5 milllon has be~n loan,ed to the
Portuguese Government since 1961. The ~ank of
America' is involvedi~ the financin~ of the
large hydroelectric dam project, ,the Cabora
Bassa, in northwest Mozambique, and brokers
Dillon Read and Company have arranged a number
of American-backed loans to Portugal.

INVEST$NT. Since PortugaL-relaxed foreign in-
". vestment :r:egulations ,in 19'65, major U.S. com

panies have invested" hi the African territor
ies, Allis Chalmers'has'nine branches in Ango
la and has contracted for the processing of

, iron concentrates. Firestone plans to invest
$5 million in a Mozambique factory. General
Tire and Rubber Company holds stock in an Ango
lan manUfacturing firm. Standard Electric of
Portugal, a U.S. subsidiary, will manufacture
telecommunications. electrical parts in Luanda,
Angola. Pfizer Laboratories and Singer Sewing
Machines have brancpes in the territories, and
Anglo-American Corporatlon, through its South
African company with American capital, holds



growing interests in Angolan fisheries, a cash
ew business in Mozambique, and mineral prospec
ting in Angola (copper) and Mozambique (iron).
An American businessman sits on the Board of
Directors of the Angola Diamond Company
(DIAMANG) the largest employer in Angola. This
Board receives net profits four times the a
mount of the official wages paid in cash to
the more than 25,000 workers.

OIL COMPANIES. More important than these for
both financial and strategic reasons is the in
volvement of American oil companies. The major
company is the Gulf subsidiary, Cabinda Gulf
Oil Company, which has had an exclusive conces
sion from the Portuguese Government for explor
ation off the Cabinda enclave since 1957. At a
cost of $125 million, a rich strike was final
ly made in 1966. Angola will receive 50 per
cent of the profits, providing Portugal with
much needed revenue of $10 to $20 million a
year. By 1970 Portugal will be self-sufficient
in oil and, in fact, an exporter. If produc
tion aims are met, Angola will be the fourth
largest oil producer in the world, and of stra
tegic importance to the entire economic system
of southern Africa, expecially industrialized
South Africa which is still exploring for oil
off her own coast. The oil discovery has spur
red government rural reorganization of Afri
cans in Cabinda and strengthened defense ar
rangements to prevent attacks against the oil
installations. Recently Diversa of Dallas re
ceived a 20 thousand square mile diamo~d and
oil concession in Angola. Mobil Oil and Texaco
companies act as distributors of fuels and lu
bricants in Angola.
In Mozambique, the Mozambique Gulf Oil Company,
a subsidiary of Gulf Oil and Pan American In
ternational Oil Company, discovered butane gas
deposits off the coast, and a gas line is be
ing built to supply the Transvaal area of
South Africa. Other U.S. firms with oil explor
ation concessions include Hunt International
Petroleum Company, Sunray Mozambique Oil Com
pany, Clark Mozambique Oil Company, Skelley
Mozambique Oil Company, and in northern Mozam
bique, Texaco. Caltex and Mobil distribute oil
products in Mozambique.

In Guinea, Standard Oil of New Jersey, through
Esso Exploration, Inc., has a sixty-year petro
leum concession and has thus far invested more
than $Somillion.

These corporations not only provide Portugal
with tax returns but also contribute to a spe
cial tax established in 1965 for corporations
whose annual profits reach $16,000 or more.
Other corporations have mane contributions to
Volunteer Corps in Angola.
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY

TRUSTEES' INVOLVEMENT

Several members of the Cornell University
Board of Trustees sit on the Board of Direc
tors of corporations which have extensive bus
iness interests in the Portuguese colonies in
Africa. We list them here:

1. James Perkins, President--member of Board
of Directors of the International Basic Econo-------
my Corporation (IBEC) which carries on exten-
sive poultry operations in Angola and Mozam
biqup.

2. Robert Purcell, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees--Chairman of the Board of the Interna
tional Basic Economy Corporation (see above).

3. Walker Cisler, Trustee Emeritus--Chairman
of the Board of the Fruehauf Corporation
(largest truck trailer manufacturer in the
world) which has a large sales and service
operation in Angola and member of the Board of
Directors of the Burroughs CorP9ration (lar~e

manufacturer of business· machines) which is
finding new markets for its machines in Angola
and Mozambique.

4. Birny Mason, Jr., Trustee--Chairman of the
Board of the Union Carbide Corporation, which,
through a division, Union Carbide Southern Af
rica, Inc., carries Qut mining, milling, smelt
ing and marketing operations in Angola and Mo
zambique.

5. W.D.P. Carey, Trustee--member of the Board
of Directors of Tenneco, ~., which, through
a division, Tenneco Angola, Inc., operates a
260,000 acre sulphur concessi;;-in Angola.

To summarize: U.S. Imperialism exists be
cause of the need of advanced capitalism--with
its constantly expanding production but con
stricted consumption due to maldistribution of
wealth--to find ever-expanding markets for its
products. Corollary to this need for markets
are the needs of profitable outlets for invest
ment, for sources of raw materials, and for
cheap (or slave) labor.

As long as the American economy (or the
economies of the advanced capitalist nations)
continues to function as it does, the people
of the Third World such as in Angola, Mozam
blque and Portuguese Guinea, will continue to
suffer.
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Chemical Bank covers Africa through
168 correspondent banks in 39 countries
and 18 dependent territories, the Bank of
Liberia, and the Nigerian Industrial Devel
opment Bank.

Whatever your business needs-credit
information, foreign trade development
data, letters of credit, foreign exchange,
collections, or just plain local know-how
-we can give it to you.

Call (212) 770-1571. The International
Division of Chemical Bank.

Chemical
Bank

CHEMICAL BANK NEWYORK TRUST COMPANY
Correspondent banks in over 145 countries· Main office: 20 Pine Street,
New York 10015 ' London offices: 10 Moorgate, London, E. C. 2; 13 Davies
Street, London, W. 1 ' Representative offices: 12 Place Vendome, Paris 1
• Edificio Torre Latinoamericana, Mexico 1, D. F•• Edificio Karam, Avenida
Urdaneta, Caracas· Avenida Rio Branco 123-18 Andar, Rio de Janeiro
• San Martin 483, Buenos Aires' Carrera 8a. No. 15-42, Of. 704, Bogota
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We Have Fed You All For A Thousand Years
Words by

An unknown Proletarian
:\Iusic by

RUDOLF LIEBICH

In stern sturdy march time growing very much louder

for a
blown .

all
mine

We have fed you
There is nev- er aTltis

~~~~t~~~~
:>--------.

ffN B Sing' the word ''Now'' on one quarter (one beationly Make the word ''Yewrs''last five times as long (five beats)·
.1':\ .

a dol·· lar of
a wreck drifts .

( 2d verse more sternly)

Tho' there's nev - er
There's nev - er

un - fed.
for you.

And you haiL..... us still
But we're bur-ied a - live

I;)

I;)tremolo 5 beats
long mist verse

growing rapidly Softer

I;)

11<> tremolo m 2d verse

fl , I

'"' II II -9- ......
all your wealth But .marKS the ........ work - el'S' dead. We have yielded our best.............. to

shore-ward now But we are its gha.st-Iy crew. Go ........ reckon our dead by tIw
fl I l\ I I

I'"' .... .. .. ...~..... li .. ~:
.. ~ i'"

I I I

~ ~ ~ T
~ ~1t #. If~

-'

with much feelinglfl sower

'"
'"' . r r r ~ I r

give you rest An'd you lie on a crim - son wool. Then if blood be the price of ........
for-ges rM And the fac - tor-ies where we spin. If ........ blood be the price of your

fl I r--1
s~er

I

'"' ~ -u r .. ..
"'~ #~ ;:: ql7J'_1 '7J'
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growing very much louder

After second 1167'86 ret'UIr'TJ.
to .]:cinni"'lr and play the threat

For that was our doom you

After .-fir,t· verse retur... to the sig-n ~

full.
in.

slow

with deepest pathos

-==- ---'
Good Godl we have paid it in
Good God! we have paid it .

We have fed you all

all 'your wealth,
curse'd........ wealth,

slightly faster with ter.

know, From the days when you chain'd us in your fields To the strike of a week a - go. You have

gr,owi'l'l

But if

slower

shareeat-en our lives and our babies and wives Andwe're told it's your leg - al

rihle emphasis

with much feeling

w~ have fed you all 2 2

still slower

.... '--./

law - ful wealth Good God I we have bought it........ fair.
f':\ still slower >- >-



22 FRELIMO & THE
MOZAMBIQUE WAR

OF LIBERATION
7th Septembep; A gpoup of thipty enemy sol

dieps left Vila Cabpal, commissioned to cap
tupe the pefugees who wepe escaping fpom
Luluka village. Oup guepPillas peceived the
infopmation and planned an ambush. Twelve ene
my soldieps wepe killed and many otheps wound
ed. One of oUP compades was killed.

The Pattern is familiar. A f~. stark words
to describe a successful guerrilla action that
might have taken place in any of a dozen devel
oping countries in the world. It is in fact a
communique from the Mozambique Liberation
Front--FRELIMO--which since 1964 has been car
rying out an increasingly successful war
against the Portuguese colonial government.

Although the Portuguese claim to have con
trolled Mozambique for the last 450 years,
real Portuguese influence, except over a few
coastal ports, is much more recent. It was not
until the 1890's that the area now known as
Mozambique came under effective Portuguese con
trol, and this period marks the beginning of
modern Portuguese colonial policy. Modern Mo
zambique is a long strip stretching 1,250
miles up the east African coast, traversed by
the Limpopo and Zambezi valleys. To the south
it is bordered by South Africa, to the north
by Tanzania, and to the west by Malawi, Zambia,
and Rhodesia.

The Portuguese in Mozambique followed a
course similar to other European powers in
Africa; vast areas of land were given over for
"development" to private companies, a network
of roads and railways was built to carry pro
duce to the coast, and Portuguese farmers were
encouraged to emigrate. Meanwhile, heavy taxa
tion, neglect, and the forced labor system en
sured the stagnation of African agriculture.
The policy of emigration met with limited suc
cess: the present white population of around
100,000 represents only about 2 percent of the
total population of Mozambique.

Two other colonial policies are important
because of their bearing on the development of
the liberation movement. The system of "con
tract" labor is designed to fulfill the demand
of the agricultural estates for a cheap and
plentiful labor supply. Every African male be
tween the ages of 18 and 55 is liable for con
tract labor unless he can prove that he is
otherwise gainfully employed. Recruitment is
either by licensed recruiters who receive so
much per head, or by the village chiefs who
are instructed to round up malingerers and tax-~

dogers. It can be appreciated that there is
much scope for corruption at the recruitment
level. The recruited laborer may be required
to work on a Mozambique estate or he may be
sent to South Africa ·or Rhodesia. Exporting
surplus labor provides an important source of
revenue for the colony, as the state recieves
about $6 per head, paid in gold; and the colo
ny's balance of payments benefits by the in
come which the workers send home or bring back
at the end of their contracts. In further pay
ment for this cheap labor source, South Africa
has agreed that 47.5 percent of the sea-borne
traffic to the industrial Witwatersrand area
of Johannesburg and Pretoria should pass
through the Mozambique port of Lourenco
Marques rather than through South African
ports. An incidental, but most important ef
fect of the contract labor system has been to
cement national opposition to the Portuguese
regime. As workers are pushed around the colo
ny or into neighboring countries at the whim
of the authorities, so their viewpoint has
been widened, their solidarity increased, and
tribal barriers broken down.

Apart from the migrations of contract la
borers, Mozambicans have been fleeing from
Portuguese rule for many years into neighbor
ing countries such as Tanzania, Malawi, and
Zambia. Today these exiles form a solid back
ing for FRELIMO activities and provide re
cruits for the liberation struggle. FRELIMO it
self was formed outside Mozambique, mainly by
Mozambican exiles (voluntary or otherwise),
and for its first two years operated mostly
outside the country. Its provisional headquar
ters are still in Dar es Salaam.

The second key Portuguese policy concerns
the education and training of Africans. The
almost total neglect of education is indicated
by the fact that there are fewer than 500 Afri
can students in Mozambican secondary schools
out of an estimated school-age population of
2,500,000. Thus, when FRELIMO started to oper
ate in Mozambique, it moved into a virtual va
cuum. For Mozambicans there were no political
parties, no trade unions, very few coopera
tives--even cultural societies had in some
cases been suppressed. In addition, the Afri
can bourgeoisie was a negligible factor. Even
the small traders and shopkeepers were mostly
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Asian or Portuguese. On the one hand it meant
that FRELIMO had to provide the organization
to fill this vacuum--very little was ready
made. On the other hand it simplified the is
sue in that there was no possible rival to com
pete for the support of the peasantry, and no
bourgeois or petty-bourgeois indigenous organ
izations that the Portuguese could mobilize
against the guerrillas, or with whom they
could form seme last-minute alliance. Even the
white settler element, small as it is, has
been denied any measure of political influence
under Salazar's tightly centralized system.
The enemy--the Portuguese army and police
force--is easy to identify. Mozambican re
cruits in the Portuguese army have increasing
ly been found "unreliable" and have been with
drawn where possible from the active areas.

FRELIMO Brings the Struggle Into the Open

The war began on September 25th, 1964. Its
immediate cause was not a spontaneous uprising
such as had taken place in Angola in 1961. It
was the result of careful planning and prepar
ation by FRELIMO. FRELIMO itself had been
formed two years previously from a union of
three Mozambican nationalist movements which
had been existing in exile: the Mozambican
African National Union (MANU), Uniao Democra
tica Nacional de Mocambique (UDENAMO), and
Uniao Nacional Mocambicana de Independencia
(UNAMI) . For obvious reasons they were unable
to operate in Mozambique, and by 1961 all
three had set up headquarters in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania.

At a conference in September 1962, atten
ded by 80 delegates and more than 500 obser
vers from Mozambican communities allover East
Africa, FRELIMO was formed and a scheme of ac
tion mapped out. A Central Committee was set
up, and Dr. Eduardo Mondlane was elected Pres
ident.

From these almost parliamentary beginnings,
the Central Committee set out to organize the
liberation movement. The resolutions passed at
the conference laying down the aims of the or
ganization are general, almost vague. The Cen
tral Committee was instructed, among other
things:

To promote and accelerate the training of
cadres;

To use every effort to expedite the access
of Mozambique to freedom;

To develop literacy programs for Mozambi
can people, creating schools wherever possible;

To encourage and support the formation and
consolidation of trade unions, student and
women's organizations.

Even the implementation of guerrilla war
is not directly stated. The Committee is mere
ly instructed: "To procure all means of self
defense and prepare the people.for every even
tuality."
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Nor is there any evidence at this stage of

a consciousness among the delegates that their
struggle could be viewed as a part of the
world liberation movement. There is a resolu
tion to "seek diplomatic, moral and material
help for the cause of freedom in Mozambique,
especially from the independent states of
Africa, and from all peace and freedom loving
countries of the world," but no indication of
an international revolutionary consciousness.

It is a thesis of this article that this
consciousness has developed and deepened in
FRELIMO, forged by the realities of its con
flict with the Portuguese and by the necessity
of basing its struggle on the support and in
volvement of the Mozambican peasantry. I shall

·return to this point later, but for the pres
ent it is enough to note the apparent absence
of a socialist outlook in 1962.

The period between 1962 and 1964 was one
of preparation. On the military side, training
camps were set up in Tanzania. To raise funds,
Mondlane flew to America, Europe, and China.
Progress was made in education by sending a
number of Mozambican students abroad on schol
arships, and by setting up in Dar es Salaam
the Mozambique Institute which provides pri
maiy and secondary training for refugee stu~
dents. In Mozambique itself, some political
preparation went ahead with the formation of
cadres, laying the groundwork for future con
tacts between villagers and the guerrillas.

In 1964 FRELIMO units were first inflitrat
ed from Tanzania into Cabo Delgado and Nyasa,
the northernmost provinces of Mozambique. From
the beginning the guerrilla tactics have been
manifestly correct, and the war has followed
an orthodox pattern, with ever-widening contra
dictions between the colonialist forces and
the peasantry. To start with, FRELIMO confined
its tactics to the ambush, and the occasional
hit-and-run assault on a Portuguese post. Nor
thern Mozambique is mostly undulating bush
country, fairly thickly populated on the coast
al plain, but more sparsely in the interior.
Roads are few and poor. The Portuguese admin
istrative and police posts are confined to the

towns, which themselves are widely spac-ed. In
short, conditions are good for ambushing troop
detachments as they move from post to post. Af
ter an ambush the guerrillas can slip back
safely into the bush. In this way the guerril
las were able to score some quick and satisfy
ing successes with very few casualties. Their
own morale improved as the Portuguese forces
became increasingly demoralized. Realizing
their impotence against these tactics, the
Portuguese have resorted more and more to in
timidation and terrorism. Cases of Portuguese
atrocities are well documented, and their sav
agery increases the more frustrations and hu
miliations they suffer. A recent FRELIMO bul
letin reports a statement by Joanina Mbawa, a
girl whose village in Cabo Delgado province
was burned in a Portuguese reprisal:
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The Portuguese carne one day to my village.

There were PIDES (secret police) and soldiers.
They killed my sister, who was pregnant, open
ed her womb and took the child out. They
killed one man, opened his stomach and put the
foetus in it. And they started laughing madly.
They arrested others, including my father and
brother, 23 years old. They took them to the
post, and we never saw them again. I escaped,
with a brother 5 years old, because I could
hide in the bush.

Joanina Mbawa is now fighting with the FRE
LIMO forces.

Apart from the terrorism; the Portuguese
have also retaliated with bombing raids on vil
lages, crops, and suspected guer~illa camps.
Since the guerrillas are seldom concentrated
in large numbers, it is the non-combatant pea
sants who suffer most from these raids, which

further increases the contradiction between
the population and the colonialists. As their
strength increased, the guerrillas began to at
tack Portuguese. outposts and camps, using
bazookas and heavy machine guns. These attacks
have further reinforced the initiative that
they hold in the war.

It is now four years since the start of
the war, and FRELIMO has- established effective
control over the rural areas of the two nor
thern provinces of Cabo Delgado and Nyasa. In
March of 1968, the front was reopened in the
western province of Tete, after its closure in
1965 due to difficulties in supplying the guer
rillas. It is too soon to say how successful
this new offensive will be, but it is of con
siderable strategic importance, as it brings
FRELIMO within striking distance of the new
Cabora Bassa dam project on the Zambezi.
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Through this project, which is receiving mas~

sive support from South Africa, Portugal aims
to plant a million white settlers in the Zam
bezi valley and open up this hitherto under
developed region. If FRELIMO can frustrate
this plan by gaining the initiative in this
area, it would be a significant victory for
the liberation forces. The importance attached
by South Africa to the Cabora Bassa project is
indicated by the fact that two battalions of
South African troops have recently been repor
ted to be stationed on the Zambezi in Mozambi

can' territory.
While extending its military operations

further south, FRELIMO is already putting into
operation programs of reconstruction. At pres
ent the liberated and semi-liberated areas com
prise some 75,000 square miles with a popula
tion of 800,000. The reconstruction program is
divided into three parts: economic activities,
health, and education.

In agriculture, production of cotton and
sisal, which ,was compulsory under the Portu
guese, has: been discontinued. The land freed
in this way has been redistributed for food
production.' The peasants have been eager also
to increase ,their holdings, so new land has
been brought under cultivation, with the help
of tools distributed by FRELIMO. There are no
figures for output, but FRELIMO claims that,
in spite of air raids, production has risen
substantially in the liberated areas. There
seems no reason to doubt this claim. As they
say 'quite simply, "Now that the people culti
vate the land in order to produce what they
need and want, they work more and produce more~

(Petition to the U~N. Special Committe for
-Decolonization, 196'1.)
- In some areas producer co~operatives,

:which had been suppressed by the Portuguese,
have been re-established. During 1966 small
quantities of seeds and nuts were exported,
and it is planned to increase this trade, and
to reorganize local production of iron~ silver.
copper, hardwood, and rubber.

The medical program entails setting up
clinics, ,at present staffed by 400 medical
aides who have been trained either in Mozam
bique or at the Mozambique Institute in Dar es
Salaam.

In education, too, substantial progress is
being made. Apart from the Mozambique Insti
tute, primary schools and literacy classes
have been established in Tanzania in the re
fugee communities. In the liberated areas of
Mozambique there are nbw 10,000 children in
primary schools. In Cabo Delgado province,
there were 39 schools under the Portuguese;
now there are nearly 100. In spite of acute
shortages of teachers and materials, the num
ber is steadily rising.

At the end of July this year at a party
conference held for the first time in Nyasa
province, the existing FRELIMO leadership was
re-elected to office. Delegates from all the
liberated regions attended the conference, and
according to reports there was considerable
discussion and some criticism of party policy.
It is a measure of FRELIMO's success that this
conference could take place within Mozambique.

The Significance of the Mozambique Struggle

Now that the Mozambique revolution has en
tered its third stage, that of reconstruction
of the liberated areas, involving th; day-to
day administration of the lives of the people,
it is important to look back on the last four
years, to draw some conclusions from the prog
ress made so far, and to see where the sign
posts are pointing for the future of the revo
lution.

Regis Debray has analyzed brilliantly in
the light of the Cuban experience how the guer
rilla force transforms itself into the peo
ple's army. Debray emphasizes that:

Precisely because it is a mass struggle-
the most radical of all-the guerrilla movement,
if it is to triumph militarily, must political
ly assemble around it the majority of the ex
ploited classes. Victory is impossible without
their active and organized participation.
(Regis Debray: Revolution in the Revolution?
Monthly Review, July-August 196'1, p. 108.)

The Mozambique situation differs from the
Cuban in some important respects. First, it is
a war of national liberation and not an inter
nal class struggle. I have already indicated
how the Portuguese, through their colonial pol
icies, have prevented the emergence of a nat
ional bourgeoisie. lhis has simplified the
task of the guerrilla in identifying-his cause
with that of the peasantry.

Debray rightly insists that, in the Latin
American context, political organization prior
to guerrilla action is futile. Yet in the case
of Mozambique, it was both possible and valua
ble to establish links before the guerrillas
moved into an area. I asked Dr. Mondlane how
he accounted for the difference. He pointed to
two factors: first, the fact that the Mozam
bique struggle is a war of national liberation,
and it is so much more obvious to the Mozam
bique villager why he is suffering than to his
counterpart in Bolivia or Columbia; second,
the Portuguese administration has very little
contact with the people, and informers are not
common. There have been cases where the local
regulo (appointed chief) would collaborate

with the Portuguese to save his own position:
FRELIMO gains much prestige by eliminating
such people.

Thus from the beginning FRELIMO has simul
taneously recruited fighters into the regular
guerrilla army, equipped and trained local mil
itias, and set up the machinery of local admin
istration. For Debray's analysis remains fun
damentally relevant in that in Mozambique, as
elsewhere, the success of the guerrilla move
ment depends finally on the involvement of the
people as a whole. Success cannot be achieved
by maintaining a rigid distinction between the
guerrilla force, supplied from outside the
country, and a passive peasantry playing the
role of spectator. Increasingly, and correctly,
FRELIMO is establishing itself as a political
force to fill the vacuum left by the withdraw
al of the colonial administration. By politic-

(cont'd. on page 28)
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~i8 article originally appeared in the
December 1968 issue of Monthly Review.

But of course, historical necessity never
guaranteed the success of any revolution. The
widening of the war will necessitate changes
in strategy, better training for the guerrilla
army, and more sophisticated weapons. It will
also force FRELIMO to re-assess its position
with regard to the other African Liberation
movements. FRELIMO has so far not found it nec
essary to form close links with these groups,
which have tended to be split by internal riv
alries, and have as yet made small headway.
The Liberation Committee of the Organization
for African Unity provides some link between
the movements, but full cooperation could only
come about as a result of a merging of the col
onialist and South African forces. South Afric
an military police have already been active in
Rhodesia against ZAPU forces; South African
troops are stationed in Mozambique ready to de
fend theZambezi; and ~outh African experts
are helping to train Portuguese troops. Faced
by a ring of increasingly active revolutionary
organizations, South Africa must soon make
some open response. It-is even possible that
her reaction will be offensive rather than de
fensive, with attacks on Zambia and Tanzania.
Certainly the elimination of sympathetic gov
ernments in these two countries would be a
hard blow to the liberation movement through
out southern Africa.

It is too soon to say whether such devel
opments will draw the nationalist movements to
gether into a united front against South Afri
can fascism. What is clear is that the future
of millions of people in Southern Africa may
depend largely on the success of FRELIMO in Mo
zambique~ It is a situation which revolutionar
y forces everywhere must watch closely.

even indeed that the next four years wilJ 28
as easy as the last. FRELIMO's leaders appl
ate fully that the southern part of Mozambique,
south of the Zambezi, will be a much tougher
nut to crack than the liberated northern prov
inces. The Zambezi valley, the ports of Beira
and Lourenco Marques, the rail-links with Rhod
esia and the mines of the Transvaal, are vital
interests not just for Portugal but for 'South
Africa. It is logical to assume that South Af
rica will not see them fall without a fight •
When South Africa enters the war on Portugal's
side, FRELIMO expects no help, least of all
from the Western powers. The war will continue
against mounting odds, but FRELIMO is confid-
ent of final victory:

History is on our side. We have the exam
ple of other African states, ·the support of Af
rica and of the socialist countries. we have
on our side the worker's movements of the im
perialist countries ... and all of these factors
will combine to 9~arantee a favorable outcome
for our liberation struggle.

This realization has been brought about by
the growing support of the Western powers for
Portugal in the field of international diploma
cy, in industrial development, and in military
aid given direct to Portugal or through NATO.
Commenting on the mounting investments by cap
italist countries in Portugal and her colonies,
the CS 'ame editorial concludes: "AU of this
means in effect fabulous profits to these
countries. Can we therefore be surprised when
these countries oppose our independence and
support Portugal••• ?"

It is probably true that the support of
Portugal by the capitalist countries comes as
no surprise to some of the FRELIMO leaders. In
my conversations with Dr. Mond1ane, he
stressed that he, at least, had expected this
development. Nevertheless, the editorials just

'quoted indicated that for the movement as a
whole, the nature of the struggle has brought
into the open new factors which were not appar
ent four years ago when the war began.

The first four years of war have been suc
cessful. They have shown that in Southern Afri
ca and the Middle East, the forces of colonial
ism are vulnerable. But no one in FRELIMO imag
ines that the struggle is nea~ly compl~te, or

(cont'd. from page 25)
al education, through the discipline of organ
izing their own affairs in their own interests
for the first time; and above all by active
participation in the struggle, the masses are
finding their revolutionary role, and in so do
ing ensure that the revolution is shaped in
·their own image. To borrow an analogy from De
bray, the small motor of the guerrilla forces

,~. ·~has set in motion the big motor of the masses.
,,:", This widening consciousness within FRELIMO
. is shown both internally and in the organiza

tions realization of its part in the world lib
eration movement. The editorial of the FRELIMO
newsletter, Mozambican Revolution~ for October
1966, comments, '~s the Revolution grows~ the
political consciousness of our militants ~each

es greater heights and their understanding of
our problems becomes clearer and more correct."
As the revolution progresses, problems such as

. what part women should play in the struggle,
or internal divisions based on tribal jealous
ies, both of which stem from traditional attit
udes in Mozambican society, can be re-assessed
and solutions found within the new context of
the revolution. '

Similarly, FRELIMO is faced increasingly
with the hard realities of international imper
ialism. In June 1966, the Mozambican Revolut

- ion editorial stated:

The economic depression which should logic
ally result for Portugal because of our act

" ions and the struggle that we and our brothers

from Angola and Guinea have launched against
.. c,"her does not manifest its.elf to the extent

"'that 'we -expected-; A new element, which might

have been anticipated, appeared; acting to al
ter the balance of forces in a way more favor
aP~e toePortugal., This new element is the in
tEinsifi'cationof imperialist aid to Portuguese
colonialism.



29 PROGRESS ON THE
HOUSING ISSUE

by Tony Fels

On December 18, SDS presented to the Cor
nell Board of Trustees its four proposals to
meet the urgent housing needs of Ithacans and
Cornell students. The program in its final
form asks for the following:

1. Cornell should directly fund the construc
tion of over 1000 units of low and moderate
income housing, the planning, bUilding, and ad
ministering of such housing to ~e controlled
by a local housing group representative of the
low and moderate-income community.

2. Jobs resulting from the ~ew construction
and new administrative function should go to
the labor force of ~thaca, with Cornell provid
ing facilities for any necessary training or
retraining.

3. Cornell should build sufficient living
units to house another 1500-2000 of its stu
dents, the design, planning and control of
such housing to be administered by a represent
ative student housing committee. This commit
tee will also act as a monitor with decision
making powers over all actions of the Depart
ment of Housing and Dining dealing with the
living conditions of students at the Univer
sity. Cornell should also pledge over time to
finance the housing of 75% of its students.

4. Cornell should draw on such funds for this
program as: the money resulting from the sale
of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, and
the money to come from the liquidation of the
University's remaining holdings in banks deal
ing directly with the Republic of South Africa
(which as of June, 1968, included 26,000
shares of stock in the Chemical Bank New York
Trust Company, 21,900 shares of stock in the
Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust
Company, and 18.354 shares of stock in the
First National City Bank of New York). Funding
for this housing program must not come at the
expense of wages for non-academic employees or
student tuition.

During the considerable discussion that
has gone on about the housing program, three
essential points have needed to be c~arified.

First, there is a need for actual low-income
housing and not just a large quantity of stu
dent housing. This is well explained by Ronda
Kotelchuck in her report for MOVE, "Student
Housing Demand and Its Relation to the Ithaca
Housing Market," which points to the probabili
ty that students would simply spread out if
more housing became available and that land
lords would not necessarily re-convert apart
ment housing int0 family dwellings.

Second, we have suggested the sale of
C.A.L. and South Africa stock as sources of
funds because of the clearly anti-social pur
poses for which these University resources are
presently being used. However, we are saying
that University priorities must be rearranged
to meet the housing need regardless of how the
trustees choose to finance it.

Third, the two issues of control are cru
cial to the housing program. Cornell must fund
the cost of downtown housing,· but Ithacans of
low and middle-income must make the decisions.
Likewise, students--undergrads and graduates-
must determine what form the new student hous
ing will take. Whether this points to new
dorms or to a redevelopment of Co11egetown,
students should have the final decision-making
power in the planning.

When SDS presented its housing proposals,
we asked for March 1 as the date to begin nego
tiations with authorized representatives of
the Board of Trustees over implementation of
the program. Students and community representa
tives would be ready by that date. We received
a letter from President Perkins on January 15
stating that while he would take the proposals
to the Board, he thought they were not feasi
ble. He avoided the central fact of Cornell's
responsibility for Ithaca's housing problems
and put forth several distorted observations
which we have responded to point-by-point in
our subsequent reply. (Both letters are print
ed below.)

The President's substantive proposal was
that we take part in a group headed by Vice
President Mackesey to discuss various propos
a~s on housing. This suggestion was clearly de
~1gned to stall the issue, s~nce Mr. Mackesey
1S now out of the country and will be away for
a month. Pres. Perkins did not even ask for
community participation in these talks, nor
did he give the group the status of a commit
tee or commission empowered to make signifi
cant recommendations. Furthermore, it is obvi
ous that in the case of housing, more than
enough study and discussion have been done
and it is time now to start talking about im~
plementing solutions. We therefore repeated to
Mr. Perkins our desire to meet with authorized
University representatives on March 1.

In the meantime, a Joint Committee for
Housing has formed from interested groups and
individuals downtown to join in the drive to
win these proposals. MOVE has also separately
endorsed the program. And, the Ithaca Tenants
Union, principally composed of students, has
been formed to follow up specific issues of
landlord neglect and to fight more broadly for
the housing program. Needless to say, as much
support as possible is required, in whatever
form individuals or groups can offer, to pres
sure Cornell into meeting the housing needs of
Ithaca. If we do not succeed, both townspeople
and students will continue to suffer high
rents and poor living conditions, and Cornell
will continue to ignore the crisis it has
caused.



CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA, NEW YORK

January 15, 1969

To: The Cornell Ch~pter of the Students for a Democratic Society

'1 £.(::;",1::...-
From: Jamt·s-'A. Perkins

i'j
Bef~re the Christmas holidays. I received your letter of December 18

requesting that I bring to the attention of the Board of Trustees a series of pro
posals to reduce or eliminate the housing shortage for low-income families in
Ithaca. Let me assure you that during these meetings I shall bring your pro
posal to their attention along with other proposals that we have received.

I consider the housing shortage, pa~ticularly low-cost housing. to be a
very serious problem. It is. as you know, a large problem that is national in
scope. Because of this concern, 1 and my colleagues have had a number of con
versations with the Mayor and housing officials in Ithaca. We have heen told that
the City officials will advise us as to any additional ways we could be of help.

As I have promised, I will include your proposals in my discussion with. the
Board. However, the Board will not take any action on them at this meeting. ~ The
Board never acts upon proposals with major legal or financial implication without
a firm recommendation· by the Administration based on careful study which in
turn is based on an equally careful review with those who are making the propos
als. I am attaching a copy of an explanation of Board st,ructure and procedures
that should be helpful.

Now to the situation at the level of the Administration. We have recently
received a number of suggestions. At this point, I do not have any firm recom
mendations. There are many interests to be considered in addition to yours. In
the City of Ithaca, not counting the City Government itself, there are many action
groups that have interested themselves in the housing situation. I am sure I do
not need to tell you that neither the private citizens nor the Government of Ithaca
react favorably to the University telling them how they can best rWl their affairs.
Any effort to do so wilt only produce a reverse reaction that wilt impede the very
programs at interest. We must offer to be helpful on problems, like this one,
and we must be prepared to collaborate.

In order to provide for appropriate discussion, I have asked Mr. Mackesey,
the Vice President for Planning, to convene a group of Cornell faculty and adminis
trators, and interested students like yourselves, to discuss the various proposals
that have been sent to me or the Provost. Such discussions must have the objective
of identifying measures that will help the wider community, of .which we are part,
attack problems where we share a real interest. Will you designate one of your
members as Mr. Mackesey1s point of contact?

January 23, 1969

President James A. Perkins
Cornell Universi ty

Dear Pres. Perkins:

On December 18 we submitted to you and to the Board of Trustees a
housing proposal calling for Cornell to fund the construction of lo~V'- and
moderate-income housing for Ithacans, and to build 1500-2000 units of
student-planned housing for students. Your letter of January 15 in re
sponse to this housing program indicates a reluctance to face up to the
magnitude and urgency of the problem.

Above all, there is no recognition in your letter of Cornell's re
sponsibility for creating and intensifying Ithaca's housing problems.
It is, after all, the University which now brings over 6000 students into
the tight housing market. creating a serious shortage and sustaining rents
at roughly $10 per month above the state median. It is likewise the high
student demand for houses in Ithaca that has led landlords to convert homes
into small apartments unsuitable for large families to live in and to
neglect the conditions of their properties.

You note that Cornell should not "prescribe for the City of Ithaca
the dimensions of its housing needs and tell them how we are going about
their solution." The dimensions of the housing problem have been well
outlined for years. A New York State survey in 1962 found 967 low and
middle income families and persons living in substandard housing. The
Tompkins County Resource Development Committee reported just this January
18 that "there" is a critical housing shortage in Tompkins County which is
expected to get worse," and that rents from new construction are presently
beyond the reach of those most in need. To these pressing needs, the City
Adminis tration has responded with some 16 units of public housing. and
there is little prospect for more to be built in the near future.

Your letter seems more concerned with the intentions of the City of
Ithaca than with the needs and wishes of the people of Ithaca. Our
proposal states explicitly that the University should fund the cost of
building houses, but that the planning, building and adniinistering· of such
housing is to be controlled by a group representative of the low and
moderate income community. Cornell should provide the money j the people
of Ithaca must make the decisions.

Your remarks about the money to corrie from the sale of C.A~L. or
from the sale of University stock in banks dealing with South Africa do
not squarely address the issue. Our housing program mentions such funds
as these because of the clearly anti-social purposes for which these re
sources are presently being used. HO~.Jever, \o."e wish to underscore Lhat the
University's priorities must be rearranged to meet the critical housing need
regardless of hmV' the trustees choose to finance the project. Cornell can
not continue to run at the expense of Ithacans' living conditions.

As for the housing presently under construction on the Cornell campus,
the resulting 1080 units are barely enough to keep up with the projected
increase in University students. This is not to speak of the expected rise
in the proportion of graduate students at Cornell, a factor contributing
to an even greater demand for off-campus housing.

I do have sQ-me initial reactions to your proposals even though you did
not ask for them.

(1) I don't like the general idea that Cornell should prescribe for the City
of Ithaca the dimensions of its housing needs and tell them how we a·re going about
their solution.

(2) The financial proposals you make are not feasible. In the first place,
as you may have heard, the Court has issued a preliminary injunction against the
sale of the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory. At this writing, no sale. Therefore,
no funds. But if the sale had been appToved, the Trustees decided last November,
and so informed the Court, that any proceeds from the sale of CAL would be applied
to engineering and science. It was the legal view that the Court would never approve
the sale without a guarantee by Cornell that it would use the proceeds of a sale in
the same area and for the equivalent problems for which CAL was created in the
first place. I The Board decision having already been made, and for the above
reasons, clearly precludes any chance they would consider diverting any proceeds
from a CAL sale for the purposes you suggest.

To: Cornell-Chapter-SDS -2- January 15, 1969 Coming now to your suggestion that we join with Vice President Hackescy
in a. group of Cornell faculty, administrators and students to discuss
several housing proposals; we can hardly regard this as a serious suggestion. ~

"In the first place, Hr. }tackesey is presently out of the country and will be
absent from Cornell for at least a month. Secondly, your suggestion makes
no menti~n of participation by people from t'he Ithaca community. Thirdly,
this group would not even have the status of a committee or commission em
powered to make serious recommendation.

We are certainly willing to clarify our proposals if that should be
necessary, but we insist that enough study has been done on the housIng
situation and it is time nm" to talk about implementing solutions. We
repeat our desire to negotiate the implementation of our housing proposals
on March 1 ....ith a delegation of University personnel authorized by the
Board of Trustees. There will be a group of student and community repre
sentatives ready on that date.

Cornell Students for a Democratic Society

The suggestion for the sale of stocks in the Cornell portfolio would probably
be illegal. Funds given for endowment must remain as endoWIllent and cannot be
given away for other causes, no matter how worthy.

The recommendation that we should immediately provide an additional 1,500
beds when our current large residence project is unfinished is unrealistic. Cornell
is already committed to an investment of eighteen millions of dolla-rs for this pro
gram which will represent a considerable addition to our debt. Any increase in
this program before the current development is completed could not be justified.
Before 1 could recommend furthe~ indebtedness for residence construction, we
must have far more experience with the current building program after it is
completed.

The University is in a period when expenses are exceeding income. Extreme
caution must be exercised in recommending a variety of proposals that would serve
to widen this gap. To do so would mean that the whole Cornell community would
suffer!

To conclude this long note, let me state that the University has not forgotten
its commitments made last spring to continue to. fulfill its proper share C?f civic
responsibility. There are many ways within our resources that the University and
its individual members can be of help. 1 hope you will join in on these discussions.

Attachment



THE ITHACA TENANTS UNION
Ithaca's housing cr1S1S has led to many proposals and activities designed to
explore the reasons for all the high rents, poor conditions, and scarcities in
rented housing which we must all deal with.

An important result of the discussion of housing is the formation of the Itha~

ca Tenants Union, an organization which will permit a large and representative
group of people to begin to work together. This organization can serve both
short and long range purposes.

It will be a continuing group, unaffected by individuals leaving and new peo
ple joining each year. It has established a permanent office at 308 Stewart
Ave., telephone 273-0535, and will ensure wide democratic participation in de
cisions of policy and of allocating responsibilities. It can deal with the pro
blems of any specific area, block, or particularly neglectful landlord. It
will initiate and control programs to bring attention to existing problems, to
understand why they exist, and to begin to solve ~hem.

In terms of immediate problems and actions, this as yet embryonic organization
expects to
-----investigate and be a "clearinghouse" for tenants' complaints;
-----investigate reasons why certain buildings are open only to grads, faculty,

and look into other patterns of lease restrictions;
-----a legal advice service will be an important part of the lTD office's

function;
-----take action on the worst examples of landlords' actions, including dis

crimination, safety, health hazards, and rent rates. Such action could in
clude well-planned rent strikes~ demonstrations, etc;

-----emphasis on all of these programs involving landlords will continue to fo
cus also upon Cornell's role, fOT landlords could not continue their ex
ploitation if the University had not created and allowed to continue the
tight housing situation.

All of these programs are necessary, yet are by definition only ameliorative-
working to improve the housing we are stuck with. This tenants union could al
so take a more long-term view (ie. looking beyond this year), and can play an
important role in lending support to the SDS Housing Program, which is de
signed to relieve the present situation through the University accepting its
responsibility to fund low cost housing downtown and to provide more housing
for students.

The tenants union can develop into the organization to plan and administer ad
ditional, more flexible student housing built by Cornell--obviously no one
wants more dorms--a tenants union committee could encourage campus discussion
of students' housing needs and represent students' interests in living in
suites, cooperatives, apartments, etc.

It would be a mistake to begin and continue with solely a student orientation:
the interests of students are not in conflict with those of permanent Ithaca
residents and both suffer from the financial policies of the University. The
manner in which students and downtown people have cooperated to develop the in
itial housing proposals and to gain support for their implementation is an il
lustration of mutual interest.

No one has attempted now to define the structure or role of this group too
strictly. Its power will lie in the size and willingness to work of its mem
bership.



32 T::H:E BILLION
DOLL.A.R

CO.A.LFIELD
by al rncsurely lns

subpoenaed to ap
Committee at hear
25 in Washington,

In the foLLOlJing article, Al McSurely, who
works as an organizer for the Southern Confer
ence Education Fund--SCEF--along with his wife,
Margaret, tells about the struggle of coal
miners against the big coal companies. SCEF is
a long-established but militant and dedicated
fighter for economic and social justice in
Appalachia.

The McSurelys have been
pear before the McClellan
ings set to begin February
D.C.

SCEF workers, including the McSurelys, had
been charged with sedition under Kentucky law
for their part in the organizing of impover
ished coal miners in Pike County, Kentucky.

The sedition law was thrown out, but the
repression against SCEF was kept alive as po
lice in Nashville, Tennessee blamed the group

,for fomenting the ghetto rebellion in Nash
ville in April 1967.

Kentucky's Republican governor, Louie Nunn,
ran for office with the promise to "run SCEF
:out of the state," and the Kentucky Un-Ameri
can Activities Committee has been set up to in
,vestigate "subversion" in Pike County.

Not only words and laws have been directed
against SCEF and the McSurelys. In the early
morning hours of December 13, unknown hooli
gans dynamited the McSurely house. The frame
building was damaged; the McSurelys and their
one-year old son narrOlJly escaped death.

FINAllY ... ON FRIDAY THE 13th
We would lie in bed, listening to each pas

sing car. When one slowed down in ftont of our
house, we would sit up and wait until it
passed.

Then I would ask Margaret, "How did we get
here, anyway? What the hell are we doing here?"

The fear of sudden death--of sudden, vio
lent death--at the hands of the men who own
and operate the Billion Dollar Coalfield
burned like a big lump of coal in our guts
each night.

Finally these men, who had tried to impri
son us for teaching people how to take over
County Government and tax the coal; who had
tried to isolate us with a steady stream of
lies and Un-American Committees; who had tried
to scare us out with threats of violence; fin
ally they had the dynamite thrown.

On the morning of Friday the 13th, one
month ago, at 1 a.m., they had the dynamite
thrown at us. And when those two sticks of
death exploded, less than ten feet from Margar
et and our special son, Victor, and less than

five feet from my head, the direction of our
last few years of life became clearer to me.

HOW DID WE GET HERE ANYWAY?
, ,

For me, it started in 1962.' Five young men
who were descendants of George Washington's
slaves, kept breaking into a store near Mt.
Vernon, Virginia. I was a probation officer,
and their "cases" were assigned to me. I got
to know them, their families, their community.
I soon figured out that the basic reason these
guys kept knocking off this store was because
they were black and lived in Fairfax County,
Virginia. U.S.A. They had to catch a school
bus before daybreak and ride 22 miles to
school. They got home after dark. A new white
high school was within walking distance of
their homes. Their families could not find de
cent jobs or houses. So I decided I had to try
to organize this community of black people and
try to change the racist policies of the Fair
fax County Government.

Shortly before I was fired from my County
Probation Job, I was given a job with the new
War on Poverty" There I found that the prob
lems of black people in Fairfax County were
the same as those of black people allover the
Washington area. I found that the Washington
suburbs (I was the director of the Suburban
Poverty Program) the racist policies toward a
County's black citizens were maintained be
cause of the fear of making a crack in the
wall of the giant black ghetto of the inner
city. So I decided I had to begin attacking ra
cism in the suburbs head-on.

At the same time, Margaret was also get
ting her political education. The daughter of
a Southern Baptist Minister, we had moved to
Washington and then gone to work for a United
States Senator, and then a newspaper man. In
1964 she went to the Democratic Convention in
Atlantic City. She saw how the Democratic Par
ty, including all its "liberals" treated the
black people' of Mississippi, who had risked
their lives trying to vote. She decided to re
turn to the South, and work with the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), at
tacking the racist political system in the
South.

In a couple of years she returned to Wash
ington for a rest, and it happened that we met
and fell in love.

By this time we had both learned that we
must begin working with our own people, the
poor and working white people of the South,
who were being manipulated and murdered by the
McClellans, Eastlands and Wallaces. So we



WHAT DID WE LEARN?

moved to Pike County, Kentucky. And it is here
that we received our best lessons about how
the American system of capitalism works to
turn b~other against brother and systematical
ly murder millions of people.

(continued on page 50)
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poverty funds when they paid for machinery to
train men for his mines. He also has helped
his friend get juicy Federal Road contracts,
through his Chamber of Commerce. One such con
tract went to a firm which had failed to com
plete its last two contracts--and competitors
and the Courts are both investigating the
grant. Holcomb has set up several Committees
to glorify strip-mining, the All-American city
of Pikeville, and himself. As he takes a dip
itl his private swimming pool, he says, "There
is no poverty in Pike County."

The median income in Pike County is less
than $2800 per family. There is at least 15%
unemployment. There was an 18% decline in pop
ulation from 1950 to 1960.

Last year, over 18 million tons of coal
were stolen from Pike County, the largest coa1
producing County in the country. This is be
tween $54 and $180 million worth, depending on
when you price it. But whenever you price it,
at the mine or when it is burned, it is still
the highest profit-rate in Western Kentucky
history.

There are about 2,000 miners, half of
which work in non-union mines controlled py Mr.
Ratliff and Mr. Holcomb. The average take home
of a non-union miner is less than $4,000 a
year.

Little or no taxes are paid by the coal in
dustry locally. In Pike County, the school
teachers go on strike almost every year. They
are among the lowest paid in the country. If
it weren't for Federal and State financing,
the school would never open, and the median
school grade completed would drop below the 8
years where it now stands. Holcomb claims the
coal operators do pay a rare tax. Each of them,
big or small, has to pay a $100 license fee
for operating their mines in the County! Count
y politicians are allowed to do anything but
tax the coal.

These men and their friends are responsi
ble for the violent murder of over 200 miners
this past year in the soft-coal fields. They
have created the working conditions which
makes silicosis, or black lung, inevitable for
any man who goes to the mines. I have not met
a miner who was not dying of this disease.
While their Un-American Committee was investi
gating communists in November, the Grand Jury
reported that 70% of the wells in the County
were polluted by the coal industry. And two
babies die on one creek of "mysterious patholo
gical causes" during the same month.

has demanded that .the
Volunteers be removed
not been above taking

Holcomb, who
Appalachian
County, has

In the early days of the Billion Dollar
Coalfield, the mine owners hired gun-thugs to
keep the miners and their families from form
ing a Union. After armed battles against the
machine guns of the operators, the miners fin
ally organized, and for a while there were
shorter hours, higher pay, and better living
conditions. But then, shortly after World War
II, the operators brought in giant bulldozers,
augurs and continuous mining machines--to make
more money and to keep coal competitive with
gas, oil, and atomic energy. Then life in the
mountains became hell again.

When Marx wrote his classic study of capi
talism, he said, "That portion of the working
class which is made superfluous by machinery ...
either tried to compete in the unequal contest
of the old handicrafts against machine manufac
turing or else swamps the labor-market and

, • II
sinks the price of labor-power below lts value.
Since Marx has been made tabu by the anti-com
munist hysteria which Mr. McClellan's predeces
sor, Joe McCarthy, helped stir up, we had to
figure all this out for ourselves. But, the
fact remains, this is precisely what is happen
ing in our mountains •.• and allover our coun
try. This is the basic cause of the rebellions
which Mr. McClellan is "investigating."

In 1954 the number of men employed in the
coal mines in Eastern Kentucky dropped from
60,000 to 30,000--in one year. Thousands
starved. Thousands migrated to the Northern
cities. There they "swamped the labor market"
and put their black brothers and sisters out
of work. Today there are less than 25,000 min
ing jobs. The proud Union has been broken. Men
work for $6 and $8a day in unsafe, non-union
mines. Machine guns couldn't bust the Union-
but the machines did.

In Pike County, Thomas Ratliff used ma
chine guns to bust the Union--and make $3 mil
lion. He is now the Commonw~a1th Attorney of
Pike, and the founder of the National Indepen
dent Coal Operators Association (NICOA). He
and his friend, Robert Holcomb, .who is now the
President of the NICOA and the Pike County
Chamber of Commerce, planned and carried out
the raids on our homes last year,- tried to im
prison us for 21 years, and then conspired
with John McClellan to steal our papers and
further isolate us from our friends in the
mountains.

Thomas Ratliff once threatened a local pov
erty worker that he would "drive the poverty
program out of Eastern Kentucky" because the
dollar an hour "Happy Pappy" programs were
causing him to have to raise his wages at his
mines.

Robert
OEO-funded
from Pike
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C~"".I1~~" by Jack Woddis
In recent years~ but particularly between

5 and 1966~ several newly independent coun
~s of the African continent were the scene
nilitary coups of necessarily different na
~s. The dai ly press referred to a "chain of
)S"; somE. snalysts~ to an "imperialist coun
)ffensive." Tn the opinion of experts and
world progressive movements~ these complex
~tary adventures were united by common
tures.
Some of these analyses have failed~ for

30ns of time~ to give a coherent explana
"i linking the "befores" and "afters" of the
?s in such a way as to be of real benefit
those most interested in this process: the
)le's vanguards of the African countries.
Jack Woddis~ English journalist and writer
has dedicated many years to the study of

ica J has set about the task of digging up
facts about these coups and attempted

?s in an effort to reach some conclusions.
Woddis starts off his analysis with the so
led "Africa Year" (1960) ~ when the majority
the former colonies attained their indepen
ceo In his opinion~ at that time there exis-

possibilities for an accelerated develop
t leading to the liberation of the contin-

1963 and 1964 were also crucial years~ for
9rialist domination in many African coun
<s was then jeopardized by the ever-increas-
anticolonial uprisings. The 2965-66 "chain"
~ch~ according to Woddis~ has not come to
~nd~ but has simply "reached a standstill)
Jtitutes in this context the answer of in
~ational reaction and its local allies to
victories scored by the national libera

"'I movements.
After classifying the coups~ the author

3 into the present characteristics of class
4ggle in Africa and predicts that the re
t of the forms this struggle has taken in
ferent areas of the continent will be a de
ive step forward towards firmer positions
the socialist and anti-imperialist African

?lution.
The people of Africa are currently facing

y d~fficult and complex problems, problems
ch are very different from those which they
ed in the early post-1945 period and later,
ugh by no means unconnected with that ear
r phase.
In the first decade after 1950 Africa made

at advances in its struggle for indepen
ce and an end to direct colonial government.
struggle was conducted in various forms,

mass demonstrations and processions, by boy
.ts and strike actions, by peasant resis-
lce to official agricultural schemes or to i)

seizure of land by white settlers, by elec
tions and the formation of political parties,
by the publishing of newspapers and the issu
ing of manifestos. In a number of cases armed
struggle was waged before independence was won,
the longest and" most bitter battles being
those in Algeria (1954-1962) and Kenya (1952
1957), but armed conflict also ensued in the
Camerouns, clashes took place "in Morocco and
Tunisia, there was a revolt crushed by appal
ling ferocity in Madagascar (now Malagasy),
and in Egypt (1952) armed action by patriotic
officers was necessary to overthrow the cor
rupt regime of Farouk, backed by imperialism.

Even in those African countries where
armed struggles did not take place--and this,
in fact was true of most--struggle was never
theless waged, and not a single African became
independent without its martyrs to the cause
of anticolonialism. Nowhere did the imperial
ists, as they like to claim, "grant" indepen
dence to the people of Africa. Any retreat on
the part of the imperialists was forced on
them by. the mass movement of the people. The
winning of independence by Ghana in 1957 and
Guinea in 1958 had a great impact on the whole
of Africa. The dam of colonialism was broken;
in quick succession in both the former British
and former French colonies independence was
secured in a number of states. Congo entered
the same path in 1960, only to fall a victim
to new forms of domination.

But, overall, 1960 was a year of advance,
"Africa Year" as it came to be known. Soon
there were to be more than thirty independent
African states. That the Western powers were
compelled to retreat in the face of the advan
cing national liberation movements, and that
they recognized the need to come to terms with
reality and to seek a new basis from which
they could retain their economic grip and pre
pare for new offensives, is clear form the
statements at the time by their leading spokes
men. Thus, it was on February 3, 1960, speak
ing in Cape Town, that the then British Prime
Misister, Harold MacMillan, made his famous
"wind of change" speech in which he spoke of
the "strength of African national conscious
ness" blowing through the continent and compel
ling the British Government to "accept it as a
fact." In the same way, General de Gaulle, in
a speech on December 9, 1960, to French offi
cers at Bled a year before the ceaBe·-fi~e

agreement with the Algerian National Libera
tion Front (FLN), pleaded with his officers to
mnderstand the new situation which made it im
possible to hold on to the control of Algeria.
"There is," he declared, "the whole context of
emancipation which is sweeping the world from
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one end to another which has swept over our
, Black Africa, which has swept without excep

tion over all those which once were empires,
and which cannot but have considerable conse
quences here .... "

By 1964 there were 34 independent African
states; there was an Organization of African
Unity with a positive Charter; and, perhaps
still more significant, a group of advanced
states--the United Arab Republic, Algeria,
Ghana, Guinea, Mali, the Congo (Brazzaville),
Zanzibar-Tanganyika (later Tanzania)---which
were beginning to cut themselves loose from
the imperialist orbit and make radical changes
in their economic, social, and political pat
terns, restricting the growth of indigenous
capitalist forces and so facilitating a march
towards socialism without passing through a
stage of full capialist development.

The years 1963 and 1964 had alarmed the im
perialists. In August 1963 the puppet govern
ment of Fulbert Youlou was overthrown in Congo
(Brazzaville) by the mass action of the people,
and a new popular government came to power. In
October 1963 a widespread movement of the peo
ple helped to precipitate the fall of the reac
tionary government of Dahomey (though the mil
itary were able to step in and take over). A
similar move of the people agianst the govern
ment of Gabon was thwarted when French para
troops reinstalled the unseated government. In
January 1964 an armed people's uprising over
threw the government of Zanzibar. And 'in Octo
ber 1964 the military regime of General Abboud
was overthrown by a genera:J. strike and other
mass actions by the people of Sudan, aided by
inaction of the armed forces, which, due to
divided opinions, hesitated to act.

Thus, in little more than twelve months,
five unpopular governments had been overthrown.

3~
Only in one case, that of Gabon, which hac
been more in the nature of a coup from on tOI
than a genuine wide movem~nt of the people:
had the imperialists been able to intervene
openly to restore the status quo.

But that was not all. There had been a si~

nificant general strike in Nigeria, embracin~

nearly a million workers, followed a fe~

months later by a political crisis in connec
tion with the general elections. The Libera
tion Army in Guinea-Bissau, led by Amilcar
Cabral and the PAIGC, had won important gains,
liberating nearly two fifths of the territor)
and winning international acclaim. In Angola,
the MPLA had regrouped its forces and launchec
a new offensive. Armed struggle was openly be
gun by the national liberation movement:
FRELIMO, in Mozambique in September 1964; ane
week later the Sm'laba Party announced that
armed struggle was taking place against the
government of Niger. Meanwhile, gue~rilla war
was spreading in Congo (Kinshasa).

It was to halt these historic advanceE
that the imperialists began their counteroffer
sive in Africa. Central to their intrigues waE
the parachute attack on Stanleyville, in the
Congo, in November 1964. On February 19, 1965:
the Tribune des Nations revealed the inten
tions of the imperialists. The landing of the
paratroops in Stanleyville, it wrote, was onl;
part of NATO's strategic plan in Africa. ThE
aim was "a muc·h vaster -intervention, whicl
would transcent the frontiers of the Congo.'
The months that followed certainly confirmee
such intentions. There were assassinations oj
progressive leaders, plots to overthrow popu
lar governments, military action to intimidate
governments, attempts to confuse and divide
the people by beating the drum of anti-commun
ism, and open drives in particular countrie1
against the most consistently anti·imperialisl
and forward-looking leaders.

On January 15, 1965, Pierre Ngendandumwe_
Premier of Burundi ,_ was assassinated--and thE
assassin turned out to be a former employee 0:
the US Embassy in that state. In February 196~

three national leaders of Congo (Brazzaville:
were kidnapped and later found murdered, their
corpses shockingly mutilated. On February 24
1965, one of Kenya's outstanding national lea.
ers, Pio Pinto, was assassinated by gunmen OUI

side his house. It is rumored that the name:
of other progressive leaders in Kenya, includ
ing Oginga Odinga, Achieng Oneko, and Bilda(
Kaggia, were on the gunmen's list.

A few weeks later President Nyerere annOUJ
ced the discovery ot an anti-government pIQ'
in which, it was allowed, US Embassy official:
had been involved. In Congo (Brazzaville) th,
deposed president, Youlou, was smuggled out 0:

the country in preparation for a new plot t(
restore him to power. In Malawi, all the pro
gressive ministers were forced out of the gov
ernment or compelled to flee by the President
Dr. Hastings Banda, and the country fell bac1
into almost open British control, with Britis1
officers running the army, police force, inte
ligence services, and with British official:
guiding all the ministries and other key de-



parcments of state.
During the same period, US planes attached

to the Tshombe forces in the Congo attacked
neighboring Uganda and violated the frontiers
of Sudan. In a strong statement to the Uganda
Government, the Prime Minister, Dr. Obote,
openly accused the United States of complicity
in the attacks. A few weeks later the Guinea
Government was complaining of attacks across
her frontiers by Portuguese troops from Guinea
Bissau.

So serious had the situation become that
in an address to the Ghana Parliament on March
22, :1965, President Nkrumah declared that his
government had "unmistakable evidence that
plans are in an advanced state of preparation
for the overthrow of the progressive govern
ment of the Congo (Brazzaville) and ocher
states by certain powers." He also stated that
he had had recent discussions with the presi
dents of Guinea, Mali, and Algeria, during
which they had agreed "to continue to maintain
great vigilance against increasing penetration
of imperialists and neocolonialists in Africa."

Since that warning, a series of military
coups have taken place in Africa, and in Febru
ary 1966 President Nkrumah himself was deposed
by an armed coup while he was out of the coun
try.

An outline of the main coups and upheavals
in Africa ~ince 1963 gives the following pic
ture: (see p. 37-38)

From the preceding picture, revealing over
twenty coups and attempted coups in fiue years,
it is abundantly clear that the political sit
uation in Africa is very unstable.

Understandably, theretore, a number of com
mentators have spoken about Africa "following
the Latin American road"--the road of military
coups and puppet governments, and constant
changes of regime.

What is the reason for this situation? Why
has the bright promise of Africa in 1960
turned into the recurrent crises cf today?
There are a number of factors which have to be
taken into account, for this is no simple sit
uation but one full of complexities and varia
tions, which arise from the strivings of imper
ialism, the conflicts between the imperialist
powers themselves, the early stage of develop
ment of the new African states, the specific

features of their class structure, the new
class alignments and shifts which have emerged
in the postindependence period, and the parti
cular problem of tribalism. All these factors
have a bearing on the situations in the differ
ent African states, on the character of the ar
mies and the officers, and the role played by
the different coups.

The first major factor which has to be ta
ken into account is the aims of imperialism.
Both the old colony-owning powers---Brttain,
France, Belgium, and Portugal--as well as the
new contenders for Power in Africa--the United
States, West Germany, and latterly Japan--have
aimed, in this postwar period, to turn Africa
into a source of new additional profits for
themselves, striving to use the very breakdown
of the old colonial system to rivet new, more
indirect chains on the countries and their peo
ple and resources. Hundreds of ~illions of
pounds from these powers have been invested
largely in mineral extractions and related in
dustry, in banking insurance and some fields
of manufacture--but, with favorable conditions
for exploitation, exceptional dividends have
been paid and miilions of pounds taken from
Africa in the form of profits, based on the
low wages of the African workers. Huge trading
monopolies from the West have maae additional
millions by buying up, at a low price, the ag
ricultural products produced by the African
peasants. Further millions have been made by
Western manufacturers. selling their finished
goods to the African people at relatively h~gh

prices, goods which are often made from Afri
can raw or semiprocessed materials.

In general, it is essentially this pattern
of economic relationship that the imperialists
wish to maintain, though some further develop
ment of light industry, processing, and infra
structure is also being encouraged. It is ob
vious that some of the coups that have taken
place in Africa help this purpose of the imper
ialists, but a closer examination shows that
while a number of military take-overs were of
obvious and specific help to them, not all
were so directly of this character.

The coups tend to fall into s~veral cate
gories.

First, there have been the obvious ·mov.es
to remove progressive governments. Such was
the case with the military coups in Ghana in
1968. Similar unsuccessful attempts have been
made also ~gainst the governments of Congo
(Brazzaville), Guinea, Mali, the United Arab
Republic, and Tanzania.

Secondly, there have been cases in which
left-wing leaders have been forced out by main
ly political means, resulting in those more
ready to collaborate with the imperialists
gaining complete control. Such is the case,
for example, with the political coups in Mala
wi (1965) and Kenya (1966). The political
means in these cases have of course been
backed by the military force of the state, but
the armed forces have not themselves inter
vened or taken over.

Thirdly, there have been cases in which,
on the eve of independence, more conservative



COUPS
.
In AFRICA

1963

1963 - 1967
"", :'t

January 13

Augw:,>t 12-15

October 19-28

Assassination of President Olympio of Togo by the' ~ilitary', who
assumed temporary power until handing over to President Grunltsky.

Overthrow of P:r:esident Youlou .of congo' (Brazzaville) by a popular
uprising, led by trade unions and accompanied by a general s~rike.

The army refused to fire on the demonstrators. New popular govern-
ment came to power. g

General strike and demonstrations against President Maga of Daho
mey. Coup d'etat led by Co~onel Soglo removed caretaker goyern
ment. Colonel Soglo set up new government headed by Apithy, Maga,
and Ahomedegbe.

December 3 Attempted military
Diori.

coup in Niger failed to overthrow President

•

1964

January 12 Popular armed uprising overthrew government of Zanzibar.

January 20-24 Military mutinies in Tanganyika, Kenya, and Uganda; soon brought
under control.

February 18

November 22

January, 15

March 1

June 18

November

November 25

November 29

December 22

January 1

January 2-4

Military group overthrew President Leon Mba of Gabon, who was res
tored by intervention of French paratroops.

Imperialist attack on Stanleyville and temporary defeat of popu
lar forces.

1965 .

Assassination of Prime Minister of Burundi.

Repression of progressive forces in Malawi.

President Ben Bella of Algeria deposed by military coup led by
Houari Boumedienne, who is now President.

Anti-government plot uncovered in Guinea.

Military coup in Congo (Kinshasa) by Colonel Mobutu.

Army in Dahomey forced resignations of Chief of State Apithy and
President of Council Ahomedegbe.

Colonel Soglo took personal power in Dahomey.

1966

Colonel Bokassa, army Chief of State, overthrew President David
Dacko of the Central African Republic.

Following demonstrations by trade unionists and the beginning of
a general strike in the capital, Ouagadougou, Lt. Colonel San
goule Lamizana, Army Chief of Staff of Upper Volta, deposed Pres
ident Yameogo and assumed power.
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January 15

February 22

February 24

April 14

May 23

June 28

July 29

Nobember 29

Revolt of young officers in Nigeria. Federal Prime Minister and
two regional premiers killed. Major General Ironsi assumed power.

Deposition of President of Uganda by the Prime Minister, Milton
Obote.

Military coup d'etat led by Col. E.K.Kotoka seized power in Ghana
while President Nkrumah was abroad. Gen. Ankrah became Head of
State.

Vice President of Kenya Oginga Odinga forced to resign in general
drive against left-wing leaders.

Armed fighting between Uganda Government forces and the King of
Buganda's forces. The king is forced to leave the country.

Army mutiny in Congo (Brazzaville), soon brought under control.

Second military coup in Nigeria. General Ironsi assassinated. New
military government formed, headed by Colonel Gowon.

King Ntare V deposed. Bur~ndi declared a Republic, with Captain
Micombero as Head of State,

1967

January 13 President Grunitsky of Togo deposed by military coup led by Lt.
Col. Eyadema, Chief of state. This followed unsuccessful revolt
in November 1966, which was put down by the Army.

January 24 Attempted military coup in Ghana, led by Lt. Owusu-Gyimah and Lt.
Sulemana.

March Plot to overthrow Government of Uganda uncovered.

March 22 Martial law declared in Sierra Leone by Brigadier David Lansana.
Detention of newly elected Prime Minister Siaka stevens.

March 24 Overthrow of Brigadier Lansana in Sierra Leone by military offi
cers. Political parties outlawed. Col. Juxon-Smith became Head of
State.

April 17 Lt. Col. Eyadema dissolved the government of Togo and became Pres
ident.

April 17 Attempted military take-over in Ghana by junior ?fficers led by
Lt. Arthur and Lt. Yeboah. Lt. Gen. Kotoka killed by the insurrec
tionists during the fighting.

December 8-16 At the call of the trade unions, widespread strikes took place in
Dahomey.

December 17

December 22

Military coup led by Commandants Kouandete and Kerekou deposed
President Gen. Soglo of Dahomey.

Col. Alley became Head of State of Dahomey, with Commandant Kouan
dete as President.



39-elements have been assisted by imperialism to
come to the top. This was the case with Niger
as early as 1958; an attempt was made with Zan
zibar at the end of 1963 (only to collapse a
few weeks later when faced with armed upris
ing); more recently in Botswana and Lesotho
(1965) British imperialism has helped tradi
tional and conservative forces to assume con
trol, and the same is being prepared for Swazi
land, which has still to win independence.
Here, again, there has not been the direct as
sumption of control by the military, but never
theless the full weight of the state power has
been at the disposal of those working on be
half of imperialism.

Fourthly, there have been military coups
not to crush a progressive government but to
stop a move to the left either by replacing a
discredited reactionary government against
which the masses were beginning to stir, or by
preventing a more progressive government com
ing to power. This has largely been the case
with the coups in Dahomey and Sierra Leone and
to some extant, in Upper Volta.

Fifthly, there have been successive coups
in Congo (Kinshasa), partly to be explained by
the struggle of imperialism to hold the people
back and install reactionary governments in
power, but also conditioned by imperialist con
flicts, especially that between the United
States and the Anglo-Belgian grouping, the lat
ter originally placing its reliance on Tshombe
and the former on Col. Mobutu (though even
this was complicated by the maneuvers and
shifts of different monopoly groupings within
each imperialist country.)

Sixthly, as seen most clearly in the case
of Nigeria, tribal conflicts have played their
part and have naturally been utilized by the
imperialists, although other factors are in
volved here, including the struggle of the peo
ple against feudal domination from the North,
and the efforts of the most politically ad
vanced organizations to carry the country for
ward to a more pronounced anti-imperialist
position.

In some cases elements of several of these
characteristics are to be found. In a few, as
in Togo, Gabon, and the Central African Repub
lic, the source of conflict and basis of the
coup is not so immediately obvious, and would
appear to arise more from the struggles be
tween rival groups of African capitalists,
with the added factor, as in Togo, of inter
imperialist rivalry.

No real understanding of these various dev
elopments is possible without a sloser consid
eration of the class structure of African soci
eties and the character of the class relations
and conflicts which have arisen since indepen
dence.

In most of Africa, and especially tropical
Africa, colonial rule so retarded and distor-
ted economic growth that the formation of mod-
ern social classes--wage workers, capiaalist
employers and traders, wage-employing farmers,
small holders producing for the market, and
intellectuals, professional workers, and admin
istrators--only really began in the past few ~

decades and is still in progress.
The majority of Africa's rural population

are not feudal peasants working for a landlord
but individuals working within the framework
of a simple subsistence economy when they per
iodically leave their little plots of land to
take up wage labor in mines, railways, build
ings, and foreign-owned farms and plantations.

The wage-earning class is growing, and
probably numbers some 20 million out of 250
million. An intelligentsia and professional
and administrative class, first created in a
small way to facilitate colonial Dule, has
been grwwing considerably since independence.
Differentiation is also taking place in the
countryside, with the emergence, especially
since independence, of a class of African cap
italist farmers, employing wage labor and beg
inning to use more modern techniques and mach
ines. Many of these farmers are also engaged
in commerce and speculation. In the towns Afr!
cans are establishing transpcrt companies, en
tering the hotel and domestic business, buying
land and selling it after development, opening
shops, and so on. In many countries iq Africa,
government and even Parliament has been a door
way to economic self-betterment, individuals
utilizing their new positions to enrich them
selves, entering on a path of bribery, corrup
tion, embezzlement, and nepotism. Thus has de
veloped what Fanon termed, with appropriate
contempt, "a sort of little greedy caste, avid
and voracious, with the mind of a huckster,
only too glad to accept the dividends that the
former colonial power hands out to it."

In the struggle for independence, all clas·
ses which found themselves frustrated by the
colonial system--workers, peasants, traders,
small employers, intellectuals, sometimes even
chiefs--came together and, in different forms
and to varying degrees, worked for indepen
dence. In some cases this unity found expres
sion within a single national party, like the
Convention ?eople's Party in Ghana, the Demo
cratic Party of Guinea, the Tanganyika African
National Union in Tanganyika, and so forth.

With independence won, however, a new
stage commenced. Different classes supported
the struggle for independence for aifferent
aims. For the new bourgeois and petty bour·
geois forces which emerged as the governments



and rulers of many of the new states, the aim
was usually the limited one of enriching them
selves. Only in a few cases were the new
states headed by democrats and patriots whose
main concern was the w~lfare of their own peo
ple and not themselves. Consequently, in vary
ing forms, class struggle between different
social forces in Africa has emerged as a
strong factor in the postindependence period.
Workers and peasants who expected independence
to bring them a new life and not just a nation
al flag and anthem, with an African Prime Min
ister and President, are becoming restless.
Their expectations have not been fulfilled-
and meanwhile they see their new rulers in
large Lars and rich clothes, opening up new
businesses, travelling abroad like emperors,
salting their fortunes away in foreign banks,
while thousands are without jobs, with poor
homes, ill-clad, and underfed. All this was
clear, for example, in the massive general
strike which shook Nigeria in 1964 and in the
Dahomey general strike of December 1967.

Conflicts have also sharpened between dif
ferent groups of the ruling circles themselves.
In most cases the new bourgeois groupingg have
not yet reached a stage where they can be con
sidered a complete homogenous capitalist class.
Rather, they are often rival cliques, some
times but not always linked to tribal alle
giances, and these conflicting groups vie with
one anoth~r in their pursuit of the gains that
can come from political domination.

These corrupt forces rely on imperialist
backing, and the imperialists are natu~ally

always prepared to use such miserable career
ists and climbers. Sometimes, different imper
ialist powers are behind different ruling
groups. This, too, increases the instability
of these regimes and facilitates the carrying
through of coups d'etat.

The hand of the imperialist is not always
immediately obvious in these coups, but clear
ly the CIA, the British and French intelli
gence services, as well as those of West Ger
many, have been working overtime in Africa.
Nevertheless, it would be wrong to advance a
kind of "theory of conspiracy" as the sole ex
planation of the reverses that have taken
place in Africa in recent years, or foreign in
telligence forces as the sole hand behind the
coups.

There have certainly been plots organized
by the CIA and the intelligence services of
other Western powers, and it would clearly be
unwise to underestimate the activities of such
bodies, at the same time, it should be borne
in mind that these agencies can only operate
within certain given conditions. They cannot
remove a government unless tIley have something
to install in its place; and those who are
hoisted into power in this way, even when they
govern by absolute terror and repression, need
to base themselves on specific social forces.
The intelligence agencies of the West have for
many years been actively engaged in plotting
against the socialist countries, and, if they
have scored no striking successes here, it is
largely because certain strata and classes ~

(i.e. landlords and capitalists, together with
petty bourgeois sections allied to these cir
cles) no longer exist as social classes, or
have been greatly diminished and are firmly
control~ed by the state apparatus led by a rev
olutionary party.

In the new states of Africa, however,
there are internal forces with which neocolon
ialism can come to terms. Feudal landlords anx
ious to maintain or regain their former econo
mic status and privileged position in society;
traders and speculators who fear the advent of
socialism and wish to continue as middlemen of
the big international monopolies; sections of
the new elite, bribed and corrupted, in a hur
ry to grow rich from the fruits of office be
fore the undernourished millions demand a rec
koning; all the hangers-on of capitAlism,'the
career boys and diplomats, the police . chiefs
and generals; all the nauseating imitators of
the most parasitical classes in the West. It
is through these social forces that the West
ern powers strive to extend their influence in
the African states, and it is an essential aim
of neocolonialism precisely to nurture and
mold such strata.

The role of the armies in Africa is of par
ticular importance. Under co.lonialism, these
armies were never entirely safe for the imper
ialists. As early as 1895 and 1897 there were
mutinies of African troops in the Congo and a
revolt by Sudanese troops in Uganda in 1897.
After the First World War, in which thousands
of African soldiers fought outside their home
lands, the returned soldiers were often a cen
ter of discontent with colonial rule. After
the Second World War this was even more clear
ly to be seen. "Things will never be quite the
same again" complained a special report on the
returned African soldiers, submitted to the
Governor of Kenya in April 1946. This report
described mass meetings of 10,000 ex-soldiers
being held to voice their protest about work
ing conditions. Such open displays of dissatis
faction were not limited to Kenya. In February
1944, members of the Congolese Armed Forces
mutinied at Luluabourg Barracks; in February
1948, ex-servicemen demonstrating in a proces
sion in Accra, Ghana, were fired on by the po
lice, and several were killed; and in 1951,
Nigerian ex-servicemen seized the town of
Umahia and held it for several days as a form
of protest.

Basically, however, whatever may have been
the spirit of revolt of some of the rank-and
file men in periods of unrest, these armies
were thoroughly indoctrinated with the coloni
alist spirit, were used to crush anticolonial
revolts, to fire on strikers, and generally to
do the dirty work for their imperial masters.

In the post-1945 period, and especially in
the past ten years, the Western powers have ta
ken special steps to try and influence the ar
mies of Africa and to nurture troops and espe
cially officers who would cooperate with imper
ialism. The majority of independent states of
Africa have tended to send their officers for
training to the military schools of the United
States, Britain, France, and West Germany--and
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'trained alongside "lords and princes," he de
clares: "I have been trained in the United
Kingdom as a soldier, and I am ever prepared
to fight alongside my friends in the United
Kingdom .... How could we be friends belonging
to the Commonwealth and stay out in time of
Commonwealth adversity, and when this great
Union is in danger?" Thus does neocolonia1sim
seek out and mold its men.

Once trained, these officers are kept in
touch with Western influences through the body
of advisers, arms instructors, and so on who
are sent to the new African states as part of
technical aid schemes, military agreements, al
liances, etc.

Figures for 1964 showed 3000 officers and
NCOs seconded from the French Army or contrac
ted to train and advise the armed forces of
the African states. From Britain, some 600 of
ficers and NCOs were similarly engaged. A 1~66

estimate of the number of American military
personnel serving in Military Assistance and
Aid Groups in Africa was 250. Understandably
the Western military expert W. Gutteridge has
commented that "The armies of new states tend
to retain their colonial flavor, their foreign
advisors, and their affinity with Europe long
er than do the civilian public services."

The Western powers also wield military in
fluence by means of the presence of t~eir

troops in some African countries, the estab
lishment of military treaties, and the use of
bases.

Western-trained African officers are not
all corrupt, and not all are prepared to be
pawns of neocolonialism, but there are suffi
cient to fulfill the purposes of those who
strive all the time to keep the African coun
tries tied to the skirts of imperialism. From
a class point of view, the officers are
mixed social origin. Some are the sons of
Chiefs, some are from families of rich farmers
or traders, but some come from more humble
positions. Within modern Africa, however, when
class formation is taking place rapidly and
when the movement from one step in the social
ladder to another is being climbed quickly by
the most ambitious men, origins are not always
as important as intentions.

The armies themselves, by Western stan
dards are pitifully small. Since independence,
they have been somewhat enlarged, but still re
main very modest. Zambia has about 3000 sold
iers; Tanzania and Uganda, about 2000 each;
the Ivory Coast, some 4000; and Ghana, about
9000. Some of t~e French-speaking states have
less than 1000 troops. Even Nigeria, with 50
million people, has an armed force of less
than 10,000. African states with larger armies
are the UAR; Algeria where the army was based
on the anticolonial forces created during the
war for liberation; Congo (Kinshasa), the nu
cleus of whose army (35,000) was the reaction
ary Force Pub1ique, trained and officered by
the Belgians to become later the tool of those
who murdered Patrice Lumumba; and Ethiopia,
whose army oJ 35,000 is largely trained by US
officers. Most African armies are very weak in
armor and have limited air forces.
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to draw their instructors from these countries.
Reports in 1964 showed 1500 Africans receiving
military training in France and 700 in Britain.
It has been estimated that one sixth of
Ghana's officer corps were trained at Sand
hurst. A number of African officers are also
being trained at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in
the United States. Apart from the military as
pects of this training, which is directed to
fitting in with the strategic aims o~ the West
ern powers for future conflicts with socialist
countries as well as to hold down national lib
eration movements, the officers receive during
their course of instruction a certain ideolog
ical training and molding which makes them
more ready material for use on behalf of the
neocolonialist maneuvers of the Western power.
In Sandhurst and Camberley in Britain, in St.
Cyr in France, in Fort Bragg and other mili
tary academies in the US, an opportunity is
provided to the imperialists to make the ac
quaintance of the military leaders or future
leaders of the new states. In this way, they
are able to sort out the sheep from the goats,
to select those who are most likely to prove
corruptible and pliable. It is no accident
that in most cases the reactionary military
groups which have come to power in recent
years in Africa have been composed mainly of
personnel trained in Western military academ
ies.

s Col. A.A. Afr1fa, one
of coup d'etat in Ghana. In
his autobiography he reveals how at Sandhurst
became a loyal supporter of imperialism, com
pletely caught up by the "mystique" of the Com
monwealth and won over by the flattering treat
ment he was given during his trainimg in Brit
ain. Thoroughly taken with the fact that he



Though weak in themselves, these armies
can nevertheless play a key role in the Afri
can states, since they are often the most--and
sometimes the only--organized force capable of
taking decisive action. In many African coun
tries the big national parties which helped to
build mass support for the struggle against
colonial rule usually start to run down after
independence. Their leaders become members of
Parliament, Government ministers, heads of de
partments in the state apparatus, and so on.
The party branches cease to function effective
ly. The party, in effect, grinds to a halt,
usually retaining its character as a movement
of supp~rt for the leaders, but with no effec
tive machinery for organizing or acting quick
ly in a crisis.

In such conditions, it is relatively easy
for a small but determined group of officers
to march its men to a few key points in the
capital and take over power from political
leaders who have no other machinery to oppose
them, and no organized political party which
can be called on to rally resistance to the
putschists.

What adds to the danger to the African
states is the aim of the imperialists, in al
liance with the white settler governments of
South Africa and Rhodesia and the collabora
tion of Portugal, to hold on the_whc~e of
southern Africa and use it as a base to con
spire against the independent states to the
north. Alongside the steps to absorb Malawi,
Lesotho, Botswana, and Swaziland go the
threats to Tanzania and Zambia, two states
which stand in particular danger today.

The era of military coups in Africa is by
no means over. As already explained, the gen
eral political and economic situation in most
African states is very unstable, and the striv
ing of the imperialists, coming into 6lash
with the growing discontent of the people, can
produce further critical situations in a num
ber of countries.

As regards the small group of more ad
vanced African states, they, too, are not yet
out of the wood. Generally they are states
with small populations, not economically
strong, and faced with very complex economic
and political problems. They are finding in
practice, the need to develop their political
organization to meet the new conditions. The
big mass national parties that were able to
help win independence are not suited for the
new phase, which requires vanguard parties
with a firmer and more clear ideology, and a
socialist perspective. In short, the new situ
ation requires the creation of revolutionary
organizations. These may emerge from the exist
ing political parties which generally have a
mixed class basis.

Revolutionary organizations will also as
sist in creating a stronger revolutionary
state and armed forces, dedicated to the pur
pose of defending national independence and
opposing imperialism in all its forms.

It is significant that in Guinea the lead
ership of the Democratic Party reacted to the
coup against President, Nkrumah by deciding to ~

establish a workers' and peasants' militia to
defend the country and the state. In Congo
(Brazzaville), steps are being taken to ensure
that the armed forces are more suited to ful
filling their anti-imperialist role. In the
UAR, reactionary officers who in last year's
fighting and since have proved themselves to
be irresolute, out of tune with the aims of
the Government and people, or even ready to
serve imperialist interests have been purged
from the- armed forces.
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Alongside the economic, political, and mil
itary changes that the advanced African states
will need to make in order to uproot imperial
ism completely, they will need, too, coopera
tion from one another and the solidarity of
the progressive forces throughout the world.

In the other African states, most leaders
of which tend to act as neo-colonialist pup
pets, there will be sharper clashes in the
future leading to the overthrow of such govern
ments so that the people can embark on a real
road of radical economic and social change. In
those states still under white minority rule-
Guinea-Bissau, Angola, Mozambique, South-West
Africa, Rhodesia, and South Afr-ica--the per
spective is one of growing armed conflict and
the eventual defeat of the oppressors. All
these three phases of struggle are intertwined
and represent three aspects of a common prob~
lem--the battle to end imperialist exploita
tion of Africa and open the way of socialism.

Africa is now entering what is, in many
ways, the most decisive stage of her battle
for liberation. She needs, and must receive,
in the most diverse forms, the utmost solidar
ity of the rest of the world,



1st of a series
Hall, while women must wear bathing suits in
Helen Neuman? These questions cannot be fully
answered within the context of Cornell. In
stead, Cornell must be understood as a part of
American society.

When a child is first born, the first
question parents ask is: "Is it a boy or a
girl?" From that moment a set of expectations
about the child's behavior determine how it is
treated by parents and the rest of society.
Girls are given dolls to play with, not chem
istry sets or trains. Mothers fuss more over
the appearance of girls than of boys and dis
courage roughhousing and adventurous explora
tion. In school, girls get sewing and cooking
and art, while boys take shop and mechanical
drawing. It doesn't matter if girls don't
learn math, and most don't. It should not be
surprising that most girls accept the expecta
tions of the society around them and become
defenders of their position in society. With
the difference in socialization and education
of girls and boys, moreover, it is not sur
prising that often a reality of inequal abil
ities and interests lies behind the prejudices
against women.

So the Cornell coed comes to Cornell with
her self-image, goals, and patterns of behav
ior already largely set. She expects and
hopes to get married and have children. Her
academic interests and abilities are already
steered away from the "hard" sciences tm.,ard
psychology, literature, fine arts. With men,
she knows she must be flirty and fluffy to
achieve indirectly what men achieve directly.
(How often does a girl call up a guy and ask
him out? or suggest going to bed first?) She
has already acquired all sorts of neurotic
ideas about virginity and her own sexuality.
She knows it isn't feminine to be grim or ser
ious or to have any depth or to try to compre
hend the universe or to grapple with the fa~t

of her life.
Of course, there are always social aberra

tions. At the women's conference, however,
the women and men who spoke so fervently
against the results of our sexist society de
scribed above are more than aberrations. Re
sponding to the reality of modern methods of
contraception and the availability of higher
education, neither as available as it ought to
be, an increasing number of women are trying
to develop new definitions of femininity and
masculinity and of social roles. They must
fight against the sexist bias they have grown
up with, both as it manifests itself in them
personally and as it confronts them in
society. The conference over intersession was
one effort of a self-conscious movement to do
just that. And it sparked the formation of an
Ithaca chapter of the National Organization

(continued on page 50)
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S~C.ET~
by ELLIE DORSEY

TIIE

For those who haven't noticed, women in
the United States, and probably every country
in the world, are the products and victims of
discrimination and prejudice, similar in IDper
ation, pervasiveness, and result to the racism
we are finally coming to understand. The term
"sexism" has been coined to connote the many
analogies with racism. Statistically, women
earn less money and occupy many fewer posi
tions of power and achievement in business,
politics, education, and art than do men.
Like black people, women are restricted to
certain kinds of jobs and have correspondingly
limited educational opportunities and role
models. There are legal expressions of this
sexism and many more unwritten rules and re
strictions that prevent women from achieving
an equal status with men. As with racism, the
prejudice against women is constantly re
peated and reinforced in the ideology and cul
ture of the U.S. -- formally in the social
sciences and informally in jokes, novels, TV
shows and commercials, and so on. Like most
oppressed groups, women internalize their op
pression in the process of socialization, so
that most women accept the limited expecta
tions of them and hold the accompanying myths
and prejudices. And typically, the results
of discrimination -- low achievement, accep
tance of role, etc. -- are used as arguments
to postulate innate inferiority and to justify
the status quo of discrimination.

The College of Home Economics, one of the
most offensive manifestations at Cornell of
America's limited expectations of women, re
ceived over intersession a resounding repudia
tion of the sexist definition of women and
their role in society. A four-day conference
on women was planned by a group of Cornell
women and men and was sponsored (hesitantly)
by the School of Home Ec (which is slowly
showing signs of changing). The conference
covered many wide social, political, and
psychological issues and clearly demanded of
America that it allow women to be full human
beings in this society, not restricted to
child bearing and raising.

What other examples are there at Cornell
of this sexism? Consider a few questions.
What percentage of Cornell students are women?
Why is there a quota for women students? What
percentage of faculty members and trustees are
women? Why is it more difficult for women
faculty than for men faculty to advance? Why
does the head of the pre-medical program dis
courage women students from going to medical
school? Why did curfews exist for women and
not for men? Why do men swim naked in Teagle
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re"olution

February 4, 1961, marks a decisive date in
the history of the Angolan people. On that day,
militants of the People's Movement for the Lib
eration of Angola (MPLA) stormed the prisons
of Luanda (the Angolan capital) and liberated
thousands of patriots who were imprisoned
there.

Shortly afterwards, the peasant masses in
the North rose up in arms against the Portu
guese colonialist domination and the Angolan
people found th~mselves in the vanguard of the
revolutionary struggle, together with other
peoples of the world who, in their struggle
for a decent life, are waging a battle against
oppression.

Repression was rapidly unleashed by the
fascist Oliveira Salazar Government. The pri
sons were jammed with Angolan patriots and en
tire villages were razed by the enemy bombs. A
wave of collective hysteria engulfed the colon
ialists who, in the face of an imminent gener
al uprising, brutally and cri~inally vented
their wrath on the Angolan population.

This armed struggle, which focused inter
national attention on Portugal's colonialist
policy, is not an isolated case in the history
of Angola.

In 1575, when the Portuguese seaman, Paulo
Dias de Movais, returned to Luanda Bay--where
Lusitanians landed for the first time in 1482-
he decided to impose his authority on the Afri
can kingdoms by force and to rule directly,
thus bringing about a radical change in the
trade policy followed up to that time. The
first three centuries were filled with one war
after another between the Portuguese invaders
and the African peoples of Angola who would
not submit.

The slave trade drained off the human res
ources of the country to such an extent that
Angola is still suffering from the results of
it today. Estimates lead us to believe that
nearly three million Angolans were sent to the
Brazilian plantations and other places in Amer
ica.

Among the heroes of the Angolan people at
that time were Ngola Kiluange, the outstanding
Queen, Ginga Mbandi who, from 1635 to 1655,

put up heroic resistance against foreign occu
pation, King Mandume, and many others who
fought the despised invader.

In 1885, Africa was carved up among the
European powers--Great Britain, France, Bel
gium, Portugal, Germany, Italy and Spain--dur
ing the notorious Berlin Conference.

Portugal was only able to establish its
hegemony over the coastal region. In the rural
zones of Angola, the plateau towns were out of
the hands of the colonial administration. Fear
ful because they had not been able to subju
gate those peoples who had been granted to
them, the Portuguese rapidly set out to con
quer them before other European countries
could do so..

In one last drive, the Portuguese usurpers
tried to conquer those peoples who were still
resisting their colonial domination. In Lisbon
in 1926, a fascist dictatorship seized power.
It immediately began to pave the way for ultra
colonialism which was firmly established in
1940. During the period between 1940 and 1961,
Angolan nationalism began to develop in a new,
more revolutionary form, and this"nationalism
was the result of the experiences gained in
four centuries of relentless struggle.

The accumulation of experiences in fight
ing aided the development of the struggle in
the cultural and)the poiitical fields as well.

A vast movement for the recovery of the
people's rights emerged. Underground schools
to teach the people to read and to write w~re

established in the African distrists, and Afri
can Culture, which had been suppressed by the
colonialists, began to be studied and publi
cized. Pamphlets calling on the people to join
the uprising were distributed. Articles on dif
ferent aspects of fascism and Portuguese colon
ialism were widely distributed but always sec
retly. At the beginning the watchword was "the
struggle for independence" . and the "liquida
tion" of the artificial barriers between the
Africans themselves, considered by the colon
ial authorities to fall into two categories-
the "indigenous" Africans and the so-called
"assimilated" Africans.
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The small organizations, scattered through
out the country, rallied around the aforemen
tioned watchwords. But soon it was obvious
tha~ a re-grouping of forces was necessary to
unite all these organizat~ons in a single or
ganization, capable of outlining a cornmon pro
gram and centralizing the leadership of strug
gle. In 1953, the Angolan Party of United
Struggle (PLUA) and the Movement for Angolan
Independence (MIA) were created, which in
1956--together with other smaller and less im
portant organizations--led to the establish
ment of the People's Movement for the Libera
tion of Angola (MPLA).
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In a manifesto published in December,
~:J56, the MPLA stated: "The minimum aim of im
perialist exploitation and appression of the
Angolan people, was, is and always will be to
make the highest possible profit. The entire
Angolan administration is in the hands of the
colonialist state. The entire social life of
Angola was disrupted. Angolan culture is
looked down on and suppressed. They keep our
history hidden, they distort it ..•we are hu
miliated as individuals and as a people •..

-- - -------
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Thus, colonialism has innoculated in An
gola's body the bacteria of ruin, hatred,
backwardness, poverty, ignorance and reaction."

Further on, the manifesto denounced the
Portuguese colonial policy, which is leading
to the mass annihilation of the Angolan peo~

ple and is responsible for the forced labor,
the lack of medical care and the penetration
in Angola of the finance capital of the U.S.
and European monopolies and cartels. The mani
festo urged all the people to organize "on
all fronts to liquidate imperialism and Portu
guese colonialism in order to transform Ango
la into an independent State and to install a
democratic people's Government."

It also pointed out that "Portuguese col
onialism cannot be overthrown without strug
gle. Thus, there is only one road for the
Angolan people to follow: Revolutionary strug
gle."

From the start, the movement was under
the eagle-eye of the Nazi-style International
Police for the Defense of the State (PIDE)
and the government authorities. The persecu
tion unleashed against the patr~ots was fero
cious, while at the same time, the colonial
ist government made an attempt to curb the in
creasing political activity which, in 1958,
became very intense.

The main subject everywhere was the ~.anned

struggle. Pamphlets, programs of action and
proclamations of the anti-colonialist strug
gle angered and worried the Lisbon fascists.
In 1959, dozens of well-known nationalists
and "suspicious individuals" were imprisoned
after exhausting every form of action, on Feb
ruary 4, 1961, the people of the capital
stormed the prisons of Luanda.

At the beginning of the seventh year of
the Guerrilla war initiated by the MPLA,
three fronts exist: In Cabinda,in the dis
trict of North Cuanza and Yuanda and the dis
trict of Moxico. During recent months, impor
tant military operations were carried out,
such as, for example, the sabotaging of the
Benguela railway, which is very important to
the Angolan national economy.

Although Portugal is supported
actionary regimes of South Africa
sia as well as its allies in NATO,
lan people are determined to fight
against colonial oppression.

This article was originally published in
the Tricontinental Bulletin, Havana, in March
1968.

-- - -------
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Here, There, and Down on the Ground
by ion sabin

1968 was the year of the tighten-up. Every
body was trying to get it together after the
great acid rock-out of the year before. So
what was good stayed just as good and what was
bad became a shade less unbearable. Nothing
very new rose out of the deep, although the
deep blue sea contained most of the fish (ex
cept for Country Joe). We are now going
through the third blues revival of the last
six months if we take the collected observa
tions of everybody who shoots their mouth off
about pop. When Butterfield came along it was
in a blues revival. Remember Koerner, Ray and
Glover or Mississippi John Hurt? It appears
that a blues revival is what's happening
through the entire last decade. It goes on and
is developing continually. Every once in a
while a new sound such as Liverpool or San
Francisco provides a new variant but all this
too is blues based.

For rock musicians the acid trip grew into
an ego trip. Lots of cats around with heavy
chops now have the license to do what they
want to. Even small-time local bands are ex
pected to take off on forth minute solos. The
first rock jam l.p. 's came out in '69--"Grape
Jam," "Super Session," "Electric Ladyland" and
several others. They are for the most part in
teresting for their novelty but not very good
jazz or rock or blues or anything. There will
probably be more on account of the fact that
the public gobbles them up and they are very
cheap to produce (just go into the studio and
wail, no twenty takes till you get it right).
In a few years some of these albums may be lis
tenable. Until then I ain't buying any.

Humility and conservatism at least musical
ly have been the keys to good rock music in
this year of the heroic guerrilla. Thus Big
Pink, Dylan, the Byrds, Beatles and Stones all
make it. They were always good anyway. A sim
ple, carefully arranged tight sound from pros
who have payed a lot of dues to get where they
are. The only American band that seems to be
heading there is Blood Sweat and Tears. While
the Electric Flag split up and Butterfield and
the other blues band~ with horns remain hope
lessly stiff, Blood Sweat and Tears is develop
ing an exciting sound. David Clayton Thomas'
vocals, heavily influenced by B.B. King, are
out of sight and a relief from Al Koopers'
late sa's marshmallow blues squeals. The band
is great and tight.

The Stones deserve the great come-back
award of course. At this point I feel they
have recorded the best album of the year,
"Beggars Banquet." It is satisfying mostly be
cause they are a great band that has drifted
back into the groove. Their curious new sound
I hereby designate prol-rock~ Funky old rock
abilly and country blues circa 1930 with lyr
ics largely drawing on English and American
folk tradition and social realism focusing on
the poor and outcast. Its hilarious. Romanti
cism by a bunch of rich young hippies would
normally be obnoxious but in this case they
are talented. I love the Stones when they are
as unoriginal as possible. Thus their country
blues is a gas. "Beggars Banquet" is in fact
almost as good as the Stone's first album. It
could use a rousing Chuck Berry derived stomp
to really top it off. The best cut is "Street
Fighting Man" which is also my pick for the
best single release of the year although it
was not successful due to censorship by the
media pigs. It is pure balls to the wall
Stones, screaming and hitting you in the gut.
The only song which bombs is "Salt of the
Earth" which sounds like a cross between an
old Wobbly song and a salvation army hymn. Its
just a little too much to take. Incidentally,
a very groovy experience is to play "Parachute
Woman" and "King Bee" from their first album
back to back. It will destroy any illusions
you may have about progress.

****************************

I haven't done any gossiping yet so here
'tis •••.. Big Pink has apparently signed with
the BeatIe's Apple Records. George Harrison
was in Woodstock to see them-and apparently
was able to make a deal. ~his is quite a coup
for Apple which has not really been too suc
cessful. It may develop in time but at this
time it only has to its credit the new Beatles
album and that obnoxious Mary Hopkin single.
All their other stuff has bombed. A source of
mine who has conversed with Beatles producer
George Martin said that he discouraged any
groups from associating with Apple at this
time because of their inexperience ..•.. Frank
Zappa, whose Mothers of Invention were once
described as Bizarro Beatles, has a bizarro
Apple, Bizarre Productions, as you would have
guessed. It is an all-purpose talent organiza-
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tion for unconventional freaky culture assault
music which Zappa wants to encourage. He has
wangled a lot of bread and complete artistic
independence from Warner Bros.-Reprise who
will distribute Bizarre Records. His first re
lease, which I have not heard, is by Uncle
Meat, a highly talented little girl who I saw
appear with the Mothers at the Garrick Theater
in New York. She has a monstrous voice and
plays piano, does her own compositions. Compar
ison to Laura Nyro is very easy ...•. pop-capi
talist horror story of the month is about
Richie Havens. Seems a few years ago Havens
was managed by someone who signed him to an ex-

clusive record producing agreement with Albert
Grossman's Grosscourt Productions. Grossman,
who is Dylan's manager as well as almost every
body elses, decided he wanted Havens. He re
fused to record him in a pressure move to get
his management contract. The other manager re
fused. Consequently Havens could not record un
til his old management contract expired.
Richie Havens is now managed by Albert Gross
man. Albert Grossman is the best manager in
the pop industry. He is a pig •.... Paul McCart
ney's "Martha My Dear" is about his sheep-dog.
•••.• My old group, Chrysalis, is at last get
ting itself together. I visited them during
Christmas. They have a new bass player'and are
working with a triple threat horn man who
plays flute, tenor sax and bass clarinet. Audi
tion tapes I heard sounded very promising.
They are'hopin& to go out to Los Angeles to
record for Zappa, who is a great admirer of
their music. Zappa also has plans to possibly
re-package, re-distribute, and re-mix the
first Chrysalis album...•. The MC-5, as I pre
dicted a while back, are starting to move up
to super star fairyland. The media-hype is on,
glowing reports by Richard Goldstein and a
four page spread in Rolling Stone magazine.
Their Electra single is as bad as they are in
person. They will successfully radicalize the
thirteen year olds. It can't get much worse,
please God:

***************************

James Brown's live album at the Apollo
Theater (Live Vol. 2) is an incredible experi
ence. Soul mus~c is much less a studio product
than white rock. Brown's live performance af
firms his greatness. It is as much a classic
as Otis Reddings' live European concert album.
First off the man himself is undoubtedly the
greatest soul singer. His phrasing, dynamics,
every breath he takes contributes to his per
formance. Brown gives that audience the great
est ball it has ever had. The communication is
at times on a mystical plane. When Brown
screams he's lost in his 15 minute version of
"It's a Man's World," you can hear 2000 people
catch their breath in horror and when James
releases them it is a heroic act. His band is
the best rock and roll band in the world. He
uses two drummers, one playing straight ahead
and the other playing complex "fatback"
counter-rhythms. The drummers, in combination
with a punching bass and two rhythm guitars
build a wall of rhythm that is infinitely more
satisfying than the wall of sound created by
all those three-piece groups with 16 amplifi
ers. The band and singer are like a machine.
There is not one mistake, not one slip up.
Everything is perfect and this is fine because
everything is perfectly conceived. The second
side, a med~ey of several uptempo numbers, il
lustrates the wall of rhythm perfectly. Of
special interest is a sax solo in "Cold Sweat"
which is one of the most incredible rock solos
I have ever heard. Although its strictly
Brown's show, every member of his group is a
monster. It is a two volume set which is real
ly worth all that bread. If you don't believe
me, ask Laura and Doug.



PERUVIAN SHRIMP CHOWDER:

1. In oil, in a large pot, saute 2 cloves gar
lic minced and 1 large or 2 small onions
chopped, til golden (about 10 min.)
2. Add 2 chopped tomatoes (or canned, if fresh
is too expensive that week), 2 cups raw diced
potatoes, one-half tsp. ground chili pepper, 3
level tsp. salt, one-half tsp. crushed red pep
~, a few drops tabasco or soy sauce (if you
have it), 3 cups water, and 1 cup milk (which
can be made from evaporated, but remember to
think of the cow). Stir occasionally, while
bringing to a boil, then simmer, covered, one-
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eat all that lS avallable without concern for th' d' 'd 1 lId t t t th hd, "d ' f' , e In l Vl ua eve an mus s ar ere; a
lnsectlcl es, artl lClal flavors and colors, f h b I' t t b 1, , some 0 us woe leve a re urn, 0 e rea ,
and chemlcals used for preservatlon. The clos- b' h d 11 ' 1, " must egln on t e concrete an co ectlve ev-
er a glven enVlronment lS to the natural ecol- 1 b f h h' 'bl Th ', e e ore t e ot er lS POSSl e. ere s no
ogy, the less one needs to thlnk about what he , , b d d b 'd" answer waltlng to e tappe ,an eSl es--most
eats. The plants, lnsects, anlmals and men are ~ hId d 'd d
involved simultaneously in the dances of death or us ave a rea y eCl e .
and life. I sink into this thought whenever I It's not the deceiving blue winter, the
prepare to eat an organism containing its last ice melting in the Hudson, or sea gulls and
meal. pigeons flying across the deep shady streets

In our technological society, an obviously from building to building which have teased me
unnatural situation has arisen. There is a into writing now on salads, the way the popula-
vast variety of food available, ranging from tion is teased every midwinter into buying
fresh to synthetic, and nourishment as an eat- bathing suits and straw hats. Rather, it's be-
ing priority has been edged aside by that mil- cause I want to venture further into soups,
lion dollar word--convenience. stews, chowders, and casseroles, all of which

But something even more dangerous seems to go well with salads, which many of us try to
be happening--the loss of contact with the avoid in winter because of the high prices of
world beyond: chickens ruffled with grey and tomatoes and lettuce.
brown speckled feathers, fish blue and glisten- There are several ways a sensible person
ing in their fragile armor, raspberries on can approach this. I buy tomatoes when they're
trellises of curling vines, milk steaming from very cheap (which means the tops are ten dif-
the cow, flesh bleeding out the life we are ferent shades of green) and set them on a win-
about to eat. We don't know any longer what dow sill which gets some sun. If there is sun,
death is. the tomatoes will ripen. If not, they'll just

Sitting at the kitchen table yesterday, I stay as cold and fresh as they would in the
cleaned and shelled a pound of fresh shrimp-- fridge and besides, anything as lovely as to-
the pink and white soft bodies stripped of the matoes ripening shouldn't be hidden away in
transparent flower-like shells, the gut system the dark, especially during the black and
knifed out, the heads chopped off. I felt mur- white patterns of winter.
derous and yet a calm feeling was settling Also, the liquid from pickled anything is
like a snow in me. I didn't feel stranded from delicious. This can be saved and used with a
nature as I do when I open a box or can and bit of oil for a clean, fresh-tasting dressing.
stare at the bloodless, diced, dried, powdered, When using an oil and vinegar (or pickling
unrecognizable "food" which permits us to look juice) dressing, the only problem is getting
neither life nor death in the face. the proportions right. A simple solution comes

from Spain: sprinkle oil on first, a little at
a time and tossing often to make sure that ev
ery piece of lettuce or green you are using
has a thin film of oil completely coating it.
The vinegar added next clings in just the
right proportions, the rest running to the bot
tom of the bowl. Olive oil and lemon juice
(your own proportions) also makes a good sim
ple dressing.

Another solution is simply avoiding toma
toes and lettuce during winter, and trying
other, cheaper and sometimes more nourishing
"salads."

The following two recipes are among the
things and thoughts I brought out of Texas,



but one came from an old farm, the other from
Greece.

FANTASTIC RAW SPINACH SALAD:

1. Wash 1/4 - 1/2 cello-bag of fresh spinach
and tear into bite size pieces.
2. Hard boil an egg and fry crisp 3 strips
bacon.
3. To spinach:

oil
vinegar
1/2 teasp. oregano
1/2 t~asp. dried mint flakes
salt and pepper
1 hard boiled egg crumbled
bacon crumbled
1/4 cup raw finely chopped onion

4. Toss well and serve with any crowded soup.

WONDERFUL BEAN SALAD:

1. In a large bowl combine drained cooked kid
ney beans, lima beans, white beans (your
choice.)
2. Add a few tblsp. finely chopped onion and
some snipped parsley, salt and pepper and a
little minced garlic.
3. Add oil, then vinegar. Toss and let stand 5
minutes before serving.

But what about this business of stores try
ing to sell bathing suits in midwinter? At
first glance one would say that it's merely
because the clothing and department store in
dustries want us to keep buying after we've al
ready got our winter clothes. But it's even
simpler than that. Little stores imitate big
stores, cheap fashions imitate the high priced
spreads and everyone watches New York and Cali
fornia. The rich in New York need bathing
suits in January because they are going to the
Bahamas.

coal (continued from page 33)

WE MUST TELL

THE TRUTH IN PUBLIC
This is how Thomas Ratliff, Robert Holcomb

and their friends in Frankfort and Washington
run Pike County. This is why we know we cannot
do anythi~g about poverty until we do some
thing about these men, and the capitalist sys
tem which has created such inhuman monsters.

This is why we must help the poor and work
ing people of the mountains organize to take
political power, and bring the criminals to
justice. Then we can begin to set up a social
and economic system -called socialism, where
people of all colors come first; where the min
ers own and operate the mines; where the citi-

zens of a County control their own government;
where there is full employment; where women 50
are treated equally; where people's natural
love for each other is not snuffed out by a
dog-eat-dog system of making money which we
are taught from birth.

Some of our friends say they agree with us,
but it is too soon to tell the truth in public.
They say it will scare the American people.
They say we should fight these Committees and
other pests, one at a time.

But we feel that the reason why the soci
ety is in such a mess is because not enough of
us have been talking to our brothers and sis
ters about the basic cause of poverty, war and
racism. Only when the workers and the poor peo
ple of this country join hands and take power
away from the profit-hungry racists who con
trol the government, will there be a chance to
solve these problems. And how can we do this
unless we start talking about it?

No. It is never too soon to tell the truth.
Let us hope it is not too late.

sexist society (continued from page 43)

for Women, NOW, which will continue these
efforts.

One of- the most important and most re
vealing parts of the conference was the black
panel on the role of black women in America.
Made up mostly of politically sophisticated
and militant young blacks, the panel was
nearly unanimous in rejecting the idea of a
black feminist movement similar in goals to
the white feminist movement that planned the
conference. The problems of black women were
described as closest to those of black men:
developing black identity, leading a struggle
for existence as a people, and building a
black nation. The pressures of this struggle
leaves them no extra time or energy to waste
in the separate problems of women.

This panel illuminated the arguments of
the "new feminists" with the "old feminists,"
another important aspect of the conference.
The latter are largely older women who are
fighting for women's rights within the context
of American society as it is now structured.
The new feminists are younger and politically
radical. They realize that the oppression of
women by American society is not the only in
justice that must be corrected and that rac
ism, poverty, and imperialism must be ended,
as well as sexism. They recognize that a
movement for the end to discrimination against
women is largely a product and luxury of
wealthy, white America, because other classes
of American society are faced with more immed
iate problems. And the new feminists, or
whatever they call themselves, are determined
to work not only for their own equality, but
also for the end to privileges that create
a discriminatory luxury like their own move
ment.
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The political implications of the bust are obvious. Since All Right does
not believe in the traditional master-pet relationship this abridgement of his
freedom to travel is grossly unfair. He has always run free and has said that
he intends to do so in the future despite the curfew. Secondly, it is clear
that one of the reasons for the bust was All Right's relationship with SDS
member Bruce Dancis. The authorities had come around to the SDS·office at 308
Stewart Ave. the day before the bust looking for "Dancis' dog." Jill Boskey, a
witness at the scene of the bust and a dear friend of the accused, was almost
arrested by Ithaca police for protesting All Right's arrest. In fact, the
sheriff stood guard at the jail for 3 hours following the bust. Finally, when
Dancis came to the jail to bail All Right out, he was immediately recognized
by the jailer, despite the fact that Dancis had never met the hack before.

One final note. All Right WILL NOT be intimidated by this blatant case
of repression. He has said that he will continue to attend every SDS demonstra
tion that takes place in Ithaca, a string that now runs 3 1/2 years, the long
est consecutive streak of its kind in the history of the Cornell movement.



•
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